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T min. Time, (T^, kernel drying time), (1%, bin drying time), 
(Ta, air travel time) ,(Tca]_, calculated time) 
9 °F. Air temperature, (9<jp, dew point temperature), (0eq, 
entering grain equilibrium temperature), (0e, 
entering grain temperature) 
M^ % Grain moisture content (% d.b.) into dryer 
M0 % Grain moisture content (% d.b.) out of dryer 
M lbw/lbg Moisture concentration in grain 
2 Pw lb/in Saturation vapor pressure at © 
Pv " Vapor pressure at 0<jp 
Pb " Barometric pressure 
D ft Depth of drying zone 
3 2 V ft /ft min Apparent air velocity 
Rme % d.b./min Mean effective drying rate 
Qr Ibg/lbg min Specific air flow rate, based on grain in drying zone 
G Ibg/min Grain dry matter flow rate 
A Ibg/min Mass air flow rate 
Ra2 lba/min Ratio of air flow to grain flow 
ag Ibg/min 
3 
va ft /lb Specific volume of air 
d lb/ft^ Grain density 
H lbw/lba Humidity ratio in air 
S Btu/lb °F Specific heat, (Sa, air), (Sv, vapor), (Sw, water), 
(Sg, grain dry matter), etc. 




Cg "*aSfK Coefficient of water transfer in grain 
min,ft 2 Ik. 
ft2,ft 
d.b. - Dry basis (moisture content) 




dM/dH = A/G 
AM/AH = A/G 
Tk = AM/Qr x AH 
V = Qr D va d 
A (Sa + Sv H) A6 = A hfg AH + G (Sg + S* M) A8 
AH (0.3 + Mo/100) AS 
AM 
= 0.245 A9 - 1150 AH 
dM/dT = - K de/dT 
dM/dD = - Ki de/dD 
Tk/Cg = F (Mj_, Mq, — , Rag) 
1% = (1.08 log ^)( .74) 
Tk=(1.08 log & ( 4400 _ so) ( ^608 )( 0,311. 




Preservation of grains in storage marks advanced civilizations. 
Our modern economic systems would be largely impossible without some 
methods of food and feed preservation. Grain crops harvested at maturity 
can be preserved with little deterioration of quality for relatively long 
periods of time if properly dried and then kept dry in storage. Ideally, 
both low moistures and low temperatures are preferred. But it is signif­
icant to note that either low moistures or low temperatures can preserve 
mature grain. However, the maintenance of low temperatures in a warm 
environment requires a continual expenditure of costly energy while the 
maintenance of low moisture contents requires only a moisture barrier. 
It is natural, therefore, that "dry storage" has become common practice 
for preservation of grains. 
In many regions of the world weather conditions at time of harvest 
are ideal for natural drying if harvest is delayed for a period after 
maturity. In still other areas, where humid weather prevails at time of 
harvest, grain left in the field after maturity does not dry to moisture 
levels low enough for safe storage in large quantities. In these areas 
drying of grain after harvest is prerequisite to safe storage. Even in 
regions where the natural air, given time, will dry the grain while still 
in the field, it is becoming economically desirable to harvest grains 
with excessive moisture content to reduce field losses. Corn in Iowa is 
almost always harvested at moisture levels too high for safe storage in 
tight structures. Small grains are windrowed for the sole purpose of 
final drying. Harvest of soybeans and grain sorghum is often greatly 
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delayed into bad Fall weather with large field losses due to a few per 
cent of excess moisture. With the increasing trends of mechanization 
and size of farm operation, mechanical drying of grains may become as 
common as mechanical planting, cultivating and harvesting. 
Grain Drying Systems 
There are several methods of removing moisture from grain. However 
grain drying practice over many years apparently has demonstrated one 
method to be superior to all others. This method may be described as 
the through-air circulation method, in which a stream of air is the sole 
drying vehicle. In the through-air circulation method of drying, all or 
nearly all of the heat used for evaporating the water which leaves the 
grain is carried to the grain in the drying air, and all of the water 
evaporated is carried away from the drying grain by this same air. This 
process may be described thermodynamically as an adiabatic saturating 
process of the drying air. The air may or may not become saturated with 
water vapor, depending upon the initial moisture content of the grain 
and the time of air contact with the grain. 
Almost all of the present type drying systems that are now commer­
cially available employ the through-air circulation drying method. It 
is possible, convenient and useful to classify all of these systems into 
two groups, (1) slow systems and (2) fast systems. In doing so it 
develops that improvements of a slow system accrue as the system is made 
slower, while improvements of a fast system accrue as the system is made 
to operate still faster. This comes about because slow systems are 
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drying-in-storage systems and no charge against drying occurs for storage 
time. Fast drying systems require batch or continuous flow containers, 
the cost of which is all chargeable against drying, and the amount of 
heat required to evaporate a pound of water is practically independent 
of the temperature and the time of drying. Practical grain dryer design 
is concerned with increasing the time of drying for slow systems and de­
creasing the time for drying for fast systems. Drying time is decreased 
largely by increases of the rate of flow and temperature of the entering 
air. Drying time is increased by reduction of temperature and air flow. 
There are practical limits, of course, in each direction. 
Drying Mechanisms 
The same drying mechanisms apply for any through-air circulation 
drying method, whether it be a fast system or a slow system. When a 
kernel of grain dries, two processes occur simultaneously (1) a transfer 
of heat from the air to the kernel to evaporate the water and (2) a 
transfer of mass as internal liquid movement and vapor from the kernel 
to the air. These two processes occur at a dynamic equilibrium. There­
fore the factors governing the rate of either process determine the rate 
of drying. 
Again, it is possible, convenient and useful to classify these 
transfer mechanisms into two groups (1) internal mechanisms and (2) 
external mechanisms. A study of how a grain kernel dries may be based 
on an examination of the internal mechanisms of moisture flow or on the 
observed effect caused by known changes of the external conditions. 
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There are several theories as to the internal mechanisms and basic 
processes involved in the movement of moisture within kernels of grain. 
They may be listed as: 
1. Flow by diffusion 
2. Capillary flow 
3. Flow by shrinkage and pressure gradients 
4. Flow by vaporization-condensation sequence 
5. Flow caused by gravity 
6. Electro-osmosis 
7. Thermal diffusion 
All of these methods of flow may occur simultaneously. However it 
is more likely that only one predominates at a given time, but that dif­
ferent ones predominate at different times. An exhaustive, fundamental 
study would examine these fundamental processes. However it is much 
easier and results are more directly applicable in dryer design and 
operation to consider the external variables and observe their effects 
on the drying process. The science of hygrometry has been rigorously 
and extensively developed and simplified for practical use, while the 
science of moisture movement in hygroscopic material has in comparison 
received little consideration. 
Since the science of hygrometry is available to identify and control 
the external conditions, the effects of these external conditions on the 
gross moisture removal from the kernels can be observed and analyzed with 
a fair degree of accuracy. In general, there are two ways to do this. 
Fully exposed or thin layers of kernels may be subjected to constant 
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condition drying environments and the rate of water loss observed by 
weight differences measured periodically. Such studies are commonly 
described as characteristic drying rate studies. Or a deep bed of grain 
containing the zone where drying occurs may be exposed to known drying 
air conditions for a range of values, and the temperature and moisture 
gradient conditions across this zone of drying which develops may be 
observed. In the first of these two external study approaches the 
individual kernel is essentially the laboratory specimen. In the second 
approach a core of grain usually of sufficient depth to contain the dry­
ing zone at least for a period of the drying process is the laboratory 
specimen. An advantage of the second approach is that steady state flow 
conditions can be established by use of a counterflow system. The analy­
sis of a steady state process is usually much less complex than an analy­
sis of the same process in the transient or unsteady state stage. The 
use of a column of grain which contains the drying zone or selected 
portions of it can provide drying conditions that closely approach or 
are similar in all important respects to practical drying processes. 
Counterflow Drying System 
There are many inherently desirable characteristics of a counterflow 
system for both laboratory studies and practical drying operations. All 
kernels of grain are exposed and dried uniformly. The final moisture 
content of the grain can be controlled at almost any desirable level, 
and the drying air can be exhausted at the desired degree of saturation. 
The drying air can be made to flow through only the drying zone. Then 
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for experimental studies, steady state conditions can be attained, and 
this can greatly facilitate analyses of data for certain purposes. 
However, experimental procedures for full depth zone studies are 
more difficult than experimental procedures for fully exposed kernel 
layer studies. Also the mechanisms required for full scale counterflow 
dryers tend to be more complicated than for batch or other continuous 
flow type dryers. 
Objectives of This Study 
The objectives of this study are to determine the depth of the dry­
ing zone, to find out what factors combine to establish this depth, to 
establish relationships among these factors, and to develop a general 
prediction equation if possible, all of these for the drying process at 
the steady state for wheat. In pursuance of this objective it develops 
that a knowledge of the kernel drying time, Tk, expressed in terms of the 
factors known to affect its value can provide for the calculation of zone 
depths, D, and the mean effective kernel drying rates, R^. Thus the ob­
jective of this study might be stated simply as the determination of the 
drying time of a kernel of wheat in counterflow drying. 
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LITERATURE 
Many studies have been conducted to describe the through-air circu­
lation drying process of granular materials. In most of these studies 
reported in the literature initial attempts have been directed towards 
describing the drying characteristics of fully exposed kernels, or single 
kernel layers of grain or other material, when subjected to controlled 
environmental conditions of temperature, humidity and velocity of the 
drying air. Such studies are usually called characteristic drying rate 
studies. They are intended to show the qualitative and quantitative 
effects of the various factors on the drying process. Relationships are 
developed between individual variables and the characteristic or exposed 
drying rates are measured according to external drying conditions. 
It is then necessary to apply these exposed drying rates to a 
practical depth bed of grain or other material. Some ingenious methods 
have been developed to do this. Most of these methods have given primary 
consideration to the transient or developmental stages of the drying zone 
gradient formation, or the unsteady state. Some recent studies have 
examined the drying process at steady state conditions. Steady state 
conditions are obtained usually by use of a counterflow drying procedure. 
In view of the above, the literature may be classified as: 
1. Single kernel layer drying rate studies - constant external 
exposure conditions 
2. Batch dryer studies and analyses - transient and steady state 
drying conditions 
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3. Continuousj counterflow processes - steady state drying condi­
tions. 
Single Kernel Layer Drying Rate Studies 
Identification of the driving force is fundamental in an analysis 
of any flow process. Barre (3) in 1938 proposed that the rate of drying 
may be proportional to vapor pressure difference. He pointed out that 
the essential purpose which the heated air accomplishes in passing 
through the grain is the heating of the grain to increase its'vapor pres­
sure. He observed that the amount of water vapor transmitted through 
hygroscopic materials varied directly with vapor pressure difference 
when the relative humidity did not exceed 75 per cent. Above 75 per 
cent the amount transmitted per unit vapor pressure difference was usu­
ally greater. 
In 1940 Babbitt (1) demonstrated that moisture flowed in the direc­
tion of the vapor pressure gradient even though it was against the 
moisture concentration gradient. This showed that the vapor pressure 
difference was controlling the flow. He concluded as did Barre that be­
low about 75 per cent relative humidity the flow was proportional to the 
vapor pressure gradient. In a recent analysis of exposed kernel drying 
rate data Hukill (10) has concluded that while the moisture flow was in 
response to vapor pressure gradients rather than moisture concentration 
gradients, the flow of moisture in grain is not a linear function of 
either gradient in any part of the range. 
In an exhaustive study of the drying of wheatgrain, Simmonds et al. 
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(27, 28) have shown that the drying rate of fully exposed kernels is 
proportional to the free moisture content of the grain or to the concen­
tration gradient. They worked with rewet wheat and determined the 
equilibrium moisture content under dynamic drying conditions, and showed 
that these values differed somewhat from those determined under static 
conditions as have been reported by Coleman and Fellows (4) and several 
other investigators. The results reported by Simmonds et al. indicate 
that the rate of drying of wheat follows the law of natural growth, 
i.e., the rate of moisture loss is directly proportional to the amount 
of moisture remaining above a certain level. 
Hukill (8) developed an analytical solution for practical drying 
processes based on this natural law and then presented experimental 
evidence which showed that the drying rates of grain departed from such 
a law. 
There are several other factors which combine to determine the dry­
ing rates of granular materiair in through-air circulation drying systems. 
Van Arsdel (30) discusses the determination and prediction of drying 
rates for exposed layers in vegetable dehydrators according to: 
1. Effect of changing the wet bulb depression, at constant 
temperature 
2. Effect of changing the temperature, at constant wet-bulb 
depression 
3. Effect of changing the air velocity 
4. Effect of changing the load per unit area of support 
5. Effect of the type of drying tray 
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6. Effect of the nature of the product 
7. Effect of the shape and size of pieces 
8. Effect of che barometric pressure. 
The work of Simmonds et al. on the drying of wheatgrain gave re­
sults which led them to the following conclusions: 
1. The drying rate is independent of the air velocity in the 
range from 30 to 160 fpm; a fourfold change of velocity produced 
insignificant effects. 
2. The drying rate is greatly influenced by the temperature in the 
range which they observed, from 70 to 170°F. 
3. The drying rate was only slightly diminished by a fourfold 
increase in the air humidity. 
4. The drying rate is proportional to the free moisture content 
(as already has been quoted above). 
5. The grain temperature is related to the moisture content at a 
given stage in the drying process by a simple equation. 
The above conclusions were based on results of tests in which rewet 
wheat was employed. In some later studies on the drying of wheatgrain 
reported by McEwen et al. (17, 18) it was observed that the drying 
constants for grain soaked in water for 24 hours and centrifuged before 
use were not significantly different from those for freshly harvested 
damp grains. The runs where the air relative humidity did not exceed 70 
per cent showed that the drying rate constant was unaffected by humidity. 
All results of the temperature effect in the range of 70 to 170°F. were 
adequately represented by the equation 
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Logigm = (9 - 159)/87 
In this equation m is the drying rate constant, which was shown to be 
affected only by the temperature of the entering air when the air 
humidities did not exceed 70 per cent. In a written discussion of this 
paper by Nicholson some further observations on the effects of soaking 
were presented. In one series of tests the unsoaked samples showed lower 
values of the drying rate constant, but in another series of tests the 
results were anomalous. The effects of mechanical damage appeared not 
to be a major factor. An alternative method of rewetting the grain was 
employed in which a calculated quantity of water was added to the grain, 
which was then tumbled in a closed container. The preliminary results 
indicated that reproducible curves could not be obtained. Other tests 
on the absorption of vapor and liquid water were conducted, but results 
showed that all tested varieties of wheat and oats under all conditions 
considered had a value of the rate constant which did not deviate from 
the mean more than would be caused by a change of temperature of plus or 
minus 7°F. 
A method of predicting the dynamic equilibrium moisture content is 
presented in reference (18). 
Guillou (6) working with prunes found that when free moisture, above 
16 per cent, was plotted against time on semi-log paper the points formed 
essentially a straight line. For the drying conditions employed, 16 per 
cent was the average moisture content of the dried prunes. The mathemat­
ical expression of this relationship is 
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dM/dT = -KM 
Integrated this gives 
T = 1/K log (M± - 16)/(Mo - 16) 
He found that the drying coefficient K varied approximately as the 
fourth power of the Fahrenheit temperature, and approximately as the two-
tenths power of air velocity. No effect of the air relative humidity 
was observed for values below 40 per cent. Above 40 per cent it was 
observed to vary directly as (100 minus per cent relative humidity). 
Baker et al. (2) working with peanuts, developed by statistical 
analysis a series of five regression equations, which represented the 
best linear estimates of the effects of the important factors affecting 
the drying rate of small samples of peanuts. Following these initial ex­
posed rate studies they developed and performance tested a continuous, 
counterflow dryer for peanuts. 
Jerger (14) measured the characteristic drying rates of soybeans 
and corn in a drying air temperature range from 90 to 150°F. He con­
cluded that a basic mechanism resembling diffusion accounts for the 
moisture movement in drying of soybeans and that drying occurs in two 
falling rate periods. During the first falling rate period, which he 
observed to terminate at 16 per cent d.b.5 the diffusivity of soybeans 
remains constant, but during the later period the diffusivity decreases 
with decreasing moisture concentrations. He further concluded that the 
drying rates of corn may be predicted from soybean drying data with the 
use of an F factor, which he developed. 
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Batch Dryer Studies and Analyses 
In practical drying systems the drying air is passed through a bed 
of grain which has enough depth or thickness to permit utilization of 
all or a large part of the heat in the air available for drying. Heated 
air is employed in some batch systems and the time required for drying 
when heat is employed is usually only a few hours. Temperature and 
moisture gradients tend to form across the bed of grain in the direction 
of air flow in any through-air circulation dryer. Given enough time 
these gradients tend to become constant in shape for a given set of dry­
ing conditions. In heated air batch dryers there usually is not enough 
time for these gradients to become constant or even nearly constant in 
shape. As result all drying occurs at the unsteady state, i.e., at any 
point in the dryer the drying conditions are continually changing with 
time. In a mixing batch system these gradients are continually being 
broken up. In a non-mixing batch system the drying gradients progressive­
ly develop until the average moisture content of the batch attains the 
level desired. The grain is then discharged from the dryer and the over-
dried grain is thoroughly mixed with the underdried grain. This permits 
all of the grain subsequently to come to the desired average moisture 
content. 
What may be considered as a special case of the batch system is the 
so-called "bulk" system. In the bulk system the grain remains stationary 
during the drying process and is not moved or mixed after drying. In 
such systems drying must be continued until the last layer of grain to 
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be dried is dried to the level desired. Depending upon the drying air 
conditions and the depth of grain through which the air must pass, a 
large proportion of the grain in a bulk container or storage may be ex­
cessively dried before the last layer is brought to the desired 
moisture level. 
Analyses of the batch type through-flow process have been made by 
Hukill (8, 9), Van Arsdel (31) and Simmonds et al. (28). The Hukill and 
Van Arsdel analyses will give the mean moisture content and temperature 
of the material and humidity and temperature of the air at any depth in 
the bed at any time subsequent to the start. Van Arsdel set up the 
necessary assumptions to be made for such analyses and pointed out that 
some of these assumptions were not necessarily valid. 
The assumptions were: 
1. Air flow through the bed is equally distributed through all 
elements of the cross section. 
2. Heat transfer through the walls of the container is negligible. 
3. Conduction of heat from one particle of material to another is 
negligible. 
4. The resistance to heat transfer resides solely in the air film; 
there is no temperature gradient within the particles of material. 
5. Although the entire initial charge of material is alike in mean 
moisture content, there may be a moisture gradient within each piece. 
It is assumed that the material charged into the dryer is identical in 
all respects with material on which exposed drying rates and equilibrium 
moisture contents have been determined experimentally. 
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6. The resistance to mass transfer of water from the material to 
the air resides solely within the solid material; the drying rate is 
independent of air velocity and can be expressed as an empirical function 
of the grain moisture content, the air temperature and humidity. 
7. Experimental data on drying rates determined under conditions 
of constant air temperature and humidity will, when integrated, predict 
a drying time correctly even though the drying conditions are variable; 
i.e., the drying rate at any instant is a function only of the above men­
tioned variables and does not depend on the previous history of these 
parameters within the low moisture range. (It is known that the history 
during the preliminary drying at higher moisture levels may have a sub­
stantial effect upon subsequent drying rates.) 
8. No appreciable volume shrinkage occurs during the drying. 
(This assumption also would be untenable in the high moisture range.) 
9„ The heat transfer coefficient is independent of the temperatures 
of the material and the air and of the changes in air volume and humidity 
occurring within the bed. 
10. Changes in the other thermal properties are small enough so 
that they may be treated as constants in the integration and appropri­
ate values may be inserted in the integrated results. 
The approximate method of predicting deep bed dryer performance 
proposed by Simmonds et al. consists essentially of three steps: 
1. Computation of the log-mean temperature from the entering air 
dry and wet bulb temperatures and the determination of the drying rate 
constant from exposed layer drying rate data for this temperature. 
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2. The determination of the dynamic equilibrium moisture content 
also from exposed layer drying rate data for this temperature. 
3. The calculation of the time or degree of drying by the integra­
tion of the semi-logrithmic drying law. 
The above procedure applies only to the decreasing rate period of 
deep bed drying. Maximum drying rates which are dependent entirely upon 
the properties of the drying air, will occur if the grain is sufficiently 
wet and the bed sufficiently deep. The total drying time is then the 
sum of the maximum rate period and the decreasing rate period. The 
value of the average moisture content at the end of the maximum rate 
period is found by equating the rates of drying as expressed by the two 
equations for the two periods. 
Continuous Counterflow Processes 
The continuous counterflow drying process has been employed for 
many years in the fruit and vegetable dehydration industries. 
Van Arsdel (30) has described the process in some detail. He developed 
a procedure to determine the drying time by use of small scale tests for 
a particular product in a truck-and-tray tunnel of known characteristics. 
These small scale tests also furnished product samples whose quality (as 
affected by drying conditions) were similar to the quality of material 
as dried in a full scale tunnel. In developing this procedure he pointed 
out that in a continuous flow tunnel, parallel flow or counterflow, a 
very simple and useful relationship exists. 
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The change in air temperature between any two points 
along the tunnel is proportional to the change in the moisture 
content of the product (dry basis) between the same two 
points. 
The writer (11, 12, 13) developed an experimental procedure employ­
ing a tray-stack column to simulate the counterflow process and to 
provide experimental drying conditions at the steady state. He used 
this procedure to develop a counterflow process for drying washed 
pergamino coffee. 
Recently O'Callaghan (23) (24) in England and Hege (7) in Germany 
have reported developments in the use of counterflow drying for grains. 
O'Callaghan set forth the following advantage of a "contra-flow" system: 
1. The hottest air meets the driest grain. 
2. The greatest possible concentration gradient for mass transfer 
is created at every point in the bed of grain. 
3. The air leaving the bed could be brought near its saturation 
value during the whole drying cycle. 
4. The grain leaving the dryer is dried to a uniform value of mois­
ture content. 
He further states that, in practice very little use has been made of 
this principle in dryer design. Based on the work of Simmonds et al. on 
wheat, he developed a design procedure for "contra-flow" dryers. 
Ledoux (16) and Van Arsdel (31) have developed analyses based on 
mass and heat balances existent at the steady state conditions for the 
stack-type counterflow continuous dryer. Experimentally determined 
values of the exposed drying rates or coefficient of vapor transfer, and 
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the heat transfer coefficient were necessary in the design calculations. 
Dimensional Analysis 
In a recently prepared, unpublished paper entitled "A New Analysis 
of Batch Grain Dryer Performance", Nelson (22) presented the use of 
similitude and the theory of dimensional analysis to develop a prediction 
equation to express the drying effect of air circulated through a batch 
grain dryer. 
He listed 26 variables which he considered to affect the drying 
process. From these he developed 21 pi terms. He then classified these 
variables and pi terms as (1) amenable and (2) not amenable to design or 
operation control. Ultimately he used four parameters in his analysis 
(1) a drying effect parameter (2) a grain moisture parameter (3) a 
temperature parameter and (4) a circulation parameter. 
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PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS 
Steady state conditions in a through-air circulation drying process 
may be defined as that state which exists when the shapes of the moisture 
and temperature gradients do not change with time. In a counterflow 
dryer this condition occurs when the drying air at constant temperature, 
humidity and rate of flow enters a column of drying grain and flows up­
ward at a uniform rate through the grain, and the grain at constant 
moisture content enters the top of the column and flows downward at 
uniform rate, the air leaving the top of the column at constant humidity 
and the grain leaving the bottom of the column at constant moisture 
content. In such a dryer the grain and air both flow continuously but in 
opposite directions. The moisture and temperature gradients remain 
stationary or do not change in shape. 
Steady state conditions may nearly occur in a batch or bin of 
stationary grain, initially at uniform temperature and moisture content, 
with the air entering at constant conditions and slowly passing through 
the grain. In this case the moisture and temperature gradients become 
formed to nearly constant shape early in the drying period and in the 
first portions of the grain to dry. As drying progresses these tempera­
ture and moisture gradients, which become and remain nearly constant in 
shape, slowly move through the grain in the direction of the air flow. 
That portion or depth of grain which contains the principal part of 
these gradients or where nearly all of the drying occurs at any instant 
is called the drying zone. In slow drying-in-storage systems, after an 
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initial period of drying during which the drying zone forms, the drying 
process may be considered to occur at steady state conditions. Here the 
grain remains stationary, and the moisture and temperature gradients, 
essentially constant in shape, move through the grain in the direction of 
air flow. 
Consider a counterflow grain drying system at steady state condi­
tions as illustrated in Figure 1. Conservation of mass requires that 
the flow rate of water into any differential height, dh, of the drying 
column must equal the flow rate out. The input of water and water vapor 
into dh, per unit cross sectional area per unit time = G(M + dM) + AH 
(26). The output = GM + A(H + dH). The symbols are defined on page iii. 
Since input must equal output at steady state conditions 
At steady state conditions the integral of dM for the entire drying 
zone equals Likewise the integral of dH for the entire drying zone 
= AH. Therefore 
Mass Balance 
GM + GdM + AH = GM + AH -f AdH 
GdM = AdH 




This states that the ratio of the change in moisture content of the 




















grain to the change in humidity ratio of the drying air equals the ratio 
of air flow to grain flow, R&g. 
The ratio Rag may be expressed in terms of Q^_ and T^, where Q is 
the specific rate of air flow based on the pounds of dry grain per unit 
cross sectional area in the drying zone and Tk is the kernel drying time. 
Substituting Qr x for A/G in Equation 2 and rearranging gives 
ik = M 
k Qr x AH (3) 
This equation, based entirely on the mass balance, gives the time 
of drying of a kernel of grain or the time required for a drying kernel 
to travel down through the drying zone under steady state conditions, 
wherever £M, AH and Qr are known or can be determined. Since the pounds 
of grain dried per unit area during the time required for a kernel to 
pass through the drying zone equals the pounds of grain in the drying 
zone, Qr must be based on the number of pounds of grain in the drying 
zone. The mass balance obviously gives no information as to the depth or 
quantity of grain in this drying zone. The depth of the drying zone in 
a through-air circulation dryer is some function of those factors which 
combine to determine all of the instantaneous drying rates throughout 
the depth of the drying zone, or the overall mean effective drying rate 
of each and every kernel as it passes down through the drying zone. 
The value of ZM is usually predetermined or specified. The value 
of AH can be calculated by a heat or enthalpy balance for specified 
entering air and grain conditions, assuming adiabatic conditions within 
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the drying column. This leaves Qr and T^ to be determined in Equation 3. 
If the velocity of the drying air is assumed to have negligible effect on 
the kernel drying time, knowledge of Qr permits the calculation of D for 
any arbitrarily selected value of the air velocity. An expression rela­
ting Qr, V and D in a drying column may be written as 
V = Qr D va d (4) 
The value of Qr also can be calculated directly for known values of 
D, values of V being selected arbitrarily. It follows that knowledge of 
either D or T% in terms of the significant independent variables affect­
ing the drying process will permit calculation of the other, i.e., with 
either D or T% known, Equations 3 or 4 can be solved for Qr. Since 
there is choice of selection, the measurement most easily observed 
experimentally is preferable. Time is a common denominator for all 
processes. It may be observed directly and with accuracy, and if the 
velocity of the drying air has negligible effect on the kernel drying 
time, selection of time instead of depth as the dependent variable may 
eliminate one and possibly two variables from a general expression re­
quired to adequately describe the drying zone. T% was selected as the 
dependent variable for the analysis of this problem. T^ may be conceived 
as the time required to dry each and every kernel of grain in a counter-
flow dryer operating at the steady state. It is the kernel travel time 
through the drying zone, or the travel time of the drying zone past a 
kernel. Development of relationships or a general expression that will 
define T^ in terms of the factors which influence it should contribute 
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to a better description of the drying process and will give information 
directly applicable for dryer design purposes. With known, mean ef­
fective drying rates, R^, and drying zone depths, D, can be readily 
calculated. 
Enthalpy Balance 
As pointed out above the value of AH in Equation 3 can be calculated 
by use of a heat or enthalpy balance. The through-air circulation drying 
process is not a strictly adiabatic saturation or constant wet bulb 
process of the drying air in that the drying grain changes temperature in 
the process. Also the heat required to remove and vaporize water from 
grain increases above that required to vaporize free water as the grain 
is dried to levels lower than 100 per cent equilibrium moisture content. 
Where unheated atmospheric air is employed for drying, the wet bulb 
temperature of the drying air does not decrease appreciably in the dry­
ing process. For some purposes the process is considered to occur at 
constant wet bulb conditions. For these conditions the psychrometrie 
chart may be used directly to determine AH in Equation 3 with desired 
accuracy. 
Increasing the entering drying air temperature increases the sensi­
ble heat loss from the air to the grain. This heat is lost for 
evaporation purposes in the counterflow section of a dryer. In a 
counterflow process it has been observed that the grain attains a temper­
ature within a few degrees of that of the entering air, at which 
temperature the grain leaves the counterflow column. Under certain 
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conditions as much as 50 per cent or more of the heat initially available 
for evaporation in the drying air may be lost as sensible heat to the 
grain. The proportion of this heat loss in a counterf loxt column varies 
with the entering grain and air temperatures and the amount of water re­
moved. It can be calculated from an enthalpy balance, and this enthalpy 
balance can be used to calculate or estimate AH. 
Consider again the counterflow column in Figure 1. The enthalpy of 
the air, grain and water input into any differential height dh per unit 
area per unit time must equal the enthalpy of the air, grain and water 
output under adiabatic and steady state conditions (26). 
For the condition where the grain temperature change equals the air 
temperature change and the enthalpy is 0 at 0°F., the enthalpy input 
into the differential layer is 
A9(Sa + HSV) + AHhfg + G[Sg + (M + dM)SwJ (0 - de) 
and the enthalpy output is 
G0(Sg + MSW) + hfg A(H + dH) + A[Sa + (H + dH) Sy] (0 - de) 
Combining and cancelling terms, recognizing that the enthalpy of 
the liquid water to be evaporated as it enters the top of the column 
equals the enthalpy of the equivalent liquid form of the vapor which 
leaves the top of the column, that the integrals of d©, dH and dM for 
the overall column depth equal A0, AH and AM, that 0 - A6 is the tempera­
ture at the top of the column, and equating the input to the output gives 
A(Sa + SVH)A© = Ahfg AH + G(Sg + Sw M) A© (5) 
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Assigning approximate values, and assuming they are constant over 
the ranges considered 
(Sa + S^H) = 0.245 Btu/lba °F 
hfg = 1150 Btu/lbw from grain 
Sg = 0.30 Btu/lbg 
Sw = 1 
Also noting that M = Mo/100, Equation 5 may be written 
G _ 0.245 A6 - 1150 AH 
A (0.3+Mq/100) A9 
From Equation 2 
G = AH 
A AM 
Therefore 
AH (0.3 + Mq/100) A6 _ g g45 A9 - 1150 AH (6) 
AM 
Now, and M0 are predetermined values for a counterflow process. 
The remaining two variables AH and A0 can be determined by trial and 
error procedure. A set of corresponding values of A8 and AH are 
selected by use of data from a table of properties of saturated air (5) 
so as to satisfy Equation 6. A psychrometric chart is useful as a guide 
in the trial and error procedure. After calculating AS by the above 
procedure, the amount of heat going into evaporated water and the amount 
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going to increase the temperature of the grain can be determined. 
The value of A9 determined by this trial and error solution will be 
the observed value of AS in an actual drying process only when the enter­
ing grain temperature 6e is equal to the entering air temperature minus 
this calculated value of AS, or when the leaving air and entering grain 
have time to approach equilibrium. This temperature may be called the 
equilibrium entering grain temperature, 9eq. It is that temperature of 
the entering grain which will permit saturation or partial saturation of 
the drying air at the equilibrium relative humidity of the grain and at 
that temperature. 
If the grain column is deep enough and the initial moisture content 
of the grain high enough, the drying air will approach saturation 
asymptotically in grain at a temperature equal to 6eq- In practical 
counterflow systems this asymptote can be prevented simply by cutting 
off the upper end of the drying column which would contain this asymp­
tote. This will exhaust the air before it becomes saturated. The ratio 
of the corresponding values of AH and AS, once determined assuming 
complete equilibrium at saturation, or at equilibrium relative humidity 
of the grain, will change as the air is exhausted at levels less than 
saturation or equilibrium only as the values of hfg, Sv, Sa, and Sg 
change. Where the changes in these values are negligible the ratio of 
AH and A© may be handled as a constant, regardless of the degree of 
saturation or equilibrium of the drying air as vented from the drying 
column. Thus for a given set of drying conditions as AS is decreased 
AH will also decrease. 
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Seldom in practice may it be expected that grain will enter a dryer 
exactly at eeq. When 0e is higher than 6eq, the sensible heat increase 
of the grain will be less than that calculated from Equations 5 or 6, 
and the amount of this change can be estimated by the difference between 
8e and ©eq« When 6e is lower than 0eq, the grain will absorb more heat 
than that calculated by use of Equations 5 or 6, and the amount of this 
extra heat transferred to the grain can be estimated by the difference 
between 0eq and ©e. If the column of grain is deep enough and ©e is be­
low 0gq, condensation occurs on the grain above the principal drying 
zone. When this condition occurs fan power can be reduced without a 
decrease in heat use efficiency, by reducing the depth of the grain in 
the counterflow column. 
It follows from the heat balance that in a through-air circulation 
grain drying system operating at the steady state the rate of change of 
moisture content at any point is directly proportional to the rate of 
change of the temperature at that point or 
Moisture Gradient and Temperature 
Gradient Relationships 
dM/dT = - K de/dT (7) 
or 
dM/dD = - K1 d0/dD (8) 
For steady state conditions K is a constant at any one point or 
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level and varies only slightly throughout the depth of the entire 
column. The minus sign indicates the opposite slopes of the gradients. 
If in a graphic plot of the gradients AM is plotted equidistant to AS, 
the two gradients should form mirror images of each other. From this 
it follows that thermocouples can be used to indicate moisture contents 
of thin layers of grain without removal of samples. Uniform grain and 
air flow, and adiabatic conditions at the steady state are required to 
provide this mirror image relationship. Where both moisture gradients 
and temperature gradients are determined by different measurements, 
experimental accuracy can be checked by this mirror image relationship. 
Dimensional Analysis 
The purpose of this investigation is to develop a general expres­
sion or to otherwise show relationships existent among the pertinent 
factors affecting the time required to dry a kernel of grain under actual 
zone drying conditions at the steady state. Dimensional analysis is 
employed to simplify the experimental work and to generalize the results 
insofar as possible (21). 
The use of dimensional analysis for the development of valid pre­
diction equations has been recognized for many years as a powerful 
analytical tool. Its application, including the Buckingham Pi theorem, 
comprises three basic operations (1) selection of the pertinent varia­
bles, (2) combination of these variables into an appropriate set of 
dimensionless parameters, commonly referred to as pi (ir) terms, and (3) 
determination of the functional relationship among these pi terms. 
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Dimensional analysis leads to the formulation of a type of equation. 
The nature of the functional relationships among the pi terms cannot be 
accomplished by dimensional analysis. It is obtained from analysis of 
planned experimental observations. 
In a through-air circulation drying process the pertinent physical 
factors that combine to determine the overall time required to dry a 
kernel of grain are those factors which define or describe properties 
of the grain and air which significantly affect the rate of moisture 
transfer between them. 
The properties of the grain which significantly affect its drying 
characteristics are considered to be its initial and final moisture 
contents, and its internal resistance to moisture movement. The initial 
and final moisture contents, and M0, each of which are independently 
controllable in a counterflow process, are a measure of the level and 
quantity of water removed in the process. The coefficient of internal 
moisture transfer, Cg, is a necessary parameter to express the internal 
resistance of grain to moisture movement. 
Other properties of a grain that may be considered to affect its 
drying characteristics are its size and shape and its temperature going 
into the dryer and during the drying process. Where a single kind or 
lot of grain is being studied and where any changes in size and shape 
are assumed to be negligible, or independent of the nature of the drying 
process, a size parameter of that grain is not a variable. Where any 
variations of the entering grain temperature are small, or where they 
can be properly standardized, the initial grain temperature need not be 
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included as a variable. 
The functions of temperature on the drying process can be expressed 
as a single temperature parameter, that of the entering air temperature 
or some other property uniquely associated with this temperature. The 
temperatures of the grain during drying are some function of this temper­
ature parameter and other variables included in the other parameters. 
Several properties of the air may have an effect on the drying 
process, but careful consideration indicates that these are all related 
to or are a function of the levels of temperature and absolute humidity 
of the entering air. A measure of the association or inter-exposure 
conditions of the grain and air may be expressed by the air flow-grain 
flow ratio, Rag. 
Below is a list of all the variables considered to have significant 
effect on the time required to dry a kernel of grain under actual drying 
zone exposure conditions, when the depth of grain in the column is great 
enough to permit the drying zone to develop to its maximum depth or to 
permit the exhaust air to attain the equilibrium temperature, 9^. 
Variable Symbol Units Dimensions 
Time required to dry a kernel T^ min T 
Entering grain moisture content Mj_ % d.b. 
Leaving grain moisture content M0 % d.b. 
Saturation vapor pressure at 
entering air temperature Pw lb/ft^ F/L^ 
Vapor pressure of entering air Pv lb/ft^ F/L^ 
2 9 
Barometric pressure P^ lb/ft F/L 
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Variable Symbol Units Dimensions 
Grain moisture conductance 
coefficient 
Air flow-grain flow ratio 
lb, mass* 





This listing shows 8 variables and 3 basic dimensions. According 
to the Buckingham Pi theorem, 5 dimensionless groups (8 - 3) are required 
for a mathematical expression of the combined phenomenon. The following 
5 pi terms were selected initially: 
«1 = T^/Cg 
= 
«3 = Mq 
*4 = (pw"pv)/Pb 
n5 = Rag 
Hence 
Pw ~ Pv 
Tk/Cg = F (Mi, My, ,^ Rag) (9) 
= F («2' ^ 3» H' *5) 
All the pi terms on the right hand side of the above equation are 
independent and externally controllable variables, except Rag« The 
term comprises two dependent variables, T^ and Cg. A series of labora-
*The unit lbma<;g has the dimensions T2F/L. 
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tory tests should give the functional relationships existent among these 
pi terms and establish the value of ^ in terms of the independent vari­
ables. But in order to calculate the value of T^ in jt-^, an expression 
for Cg is required, which the above relationship cannot give. Jerger 
(14) found that for moisture levels above 16 per cent d.b. the internal 
flow characteristics of moisture in grain, which he described and defines 
as diffusivity, are essentially some constant function of the variables 
which affect the drying rates of grains. Further inspection of his data 
and curves reveals that for drying air temperatures above 100°F. this 
function is essentially a constant coefficient for average moisture 
contents down to 12.5 per cent d.b. 
In the present studies the value of Cg is assumed to be a constant 
coefficient for the entire range of moistures studied. Thus its abso­
lute value need not be determined and for convenience may be assigned a 
value of 1. 
Table 1 lists the tests as planned and conducted to determine the 
functional relationship among these rt terms. 
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Table 1. Tabulation of wheat test runs 
Test no. e edp V Mi Mo Series 
114 180 45 50 36.6 14.4 Velocity 
136-1 180 45 100 36.6 14.2 
116 180 45 150 36.6 13.9 
144 108 46 100 36.6 14.5 
118 140 44 100 36.6 14.5 
136-1 (see above) 
132 220 45 150 36.6 14.2 
109 260 45 152 36.6 13.4 
138 180 45 100 22.2 15.2 
140 220 44 100 22.2 15.1 
142 260 45 100 22.2 15.0 
Temperature 
136-1 (see above) 
126 180 61 103 36.6 14.0 

























148-2 176 44 100 36.6 34.4 
148-4 180 44 100 36.6 31.1 
122 180 45 100 36.6 26.9 
148-9 180 44 100 36.6 20.7 
112 180 46 150 21.0 
104 (see above) 
136-1 (see above) 
Grain moisture 
M0 (out) 
138-1 180 45 100 36.6 13.4 Others 
148-LH 180 45 100 (see graph) 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
A specially designed laboratory apparatus was designed and built 
for this testing program. A general view of this testing unit and some 
of its instrumentation are shown in Figure 2. Principal parts of the 
unit are (1) a water chiller, (2) a counterflow spray water-air saturating 
tower, (3) an air blower, (4) a heating and mixing chamber, (5) a plenum 
chamber, and (6) an experimental tray-stack column. Additional instru­
mentation and equipment were provided to measure, observe and/or control 
(1) the plenum chamber air and dew point temperatures, (2) the static 
pressures and flow rates of drying air, (3) the temperature and moisture 
gradients of the drying zone in the tray-stack column, and (4) the rate 
of grain flow through the experimental tray-stack column. 
Dew Point Measurement and Control 
A specially jobbed commercial type water chiller was employed to 
establish and control the temperature of the spray water, which in turn 
was used to establish and maintain desired dew point temperatures of the 
entering air. Spray water nozzles were located near the top of the 
counterflow air-water tower, which was built up from two 50-gallon drums. 
The spray water passed down through about two feet of air and then 
through two feet of approximately 1%-inch sized charcoal lumps, then to 
an open drain. Tap water was supplied to the chiller and was not recir­
culated. This specially jobbed water chiller was equipped with two 
manually adjustable spring loaded back pressure valves, one for the tap 
water supply to the condenser and the other for a gas discharge bypass 
Figure 2. Experimental drying laboratory setup 
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directly back to the compressor. These adjustable valves permitted regu­
lation of the condenser and evaporator pressures, which in turn controlled 
the temperatures of the refrigerant in the two heat exchangers. The 
compressor gas valve was found to be sensitive in adjustment to a few 
tenths of one degree. By periodic adjustment of this valve the spray 
water temperature could be maintained within a range of less than one-
half degree Fahrenheit. 
The blower sucked the supply air into the bottom of the spray tower, 
up through the bed of wetted coke, through the water spray and finally 
through a fiberglass filter at the top of the tower. Air flow rates 
seldom exceeded 300 to 400 cubic feet per minute. The ratio of chilled 
water flow to air flow was about one pound of water to one pound of air. 
It was observed during the winter months that the entering air was 
brought all the way to the temperature of the spray water, measured near 
the spray nozzle outlets, and was saturated at that temperature. Any 
small departures which may have occurred from these equilibrium condi­
tions were not observable. Therefore, the dew point temperature of the 
entering air, when lower than the temperature of the room air, was taken 
as that of the spray water temperature. During hot, humid summer 
weather, when the wheat tests reported in this study were conducted, the 
dew point temperature of the plenum chamber air near the base of the 
tray-stack column was observed to be as much as 3°F. higher than the spray 
water temperature. Dew point temperatures of the plenum air were observed 
by passing the heated air through a coil of copper tubing immersed in a 
pail of water, and then passing the cooled air over a pair of shielded 
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wet and dry bulb thermocouples. Care was taken not to cool the heated 
air below its dew point. The dew point temperature of the air leaving 
the top of the tray-stack column was also measured by a pair of wet bulb, 
dry bulb thermocouples located in a funneling device temporarily placed 
over the top of the column for each set of observations. In many of the 
tests the drying air was observed to be saturated at a point one or more 
trays below the top of the column. This observation served to check the 
accuracy of the wet bulb, dry bulb readings of the air leaving the top 
of the column. 
Temperature Measurement and Control 
All temperatures were read with a copper-constantan indicating type 
potentiometer with sensitivity and repeatability of 0.001 millivolt. 
The calibration employed for the thermocouple and potentiometer system 
was checked against a Bureau of Standards calibrated thermometer to be 
within an absolute accuracy of plus or minus 1°F. in the temperature 
range employed in these tests. 
The desired plenum chamber temperatures were established by a bank 
of 660 watt electric resistance heaters, controlled by a series of 
switches which could give approximately 150 watt increments of heat all 
the way from 150 watts to 12 kilowatts. The heater elements were in­
stalled in a ten-inch metal duct enclosed in a well insulated box or 
chamber. 
Coarse control of temperature was established by the switches. Fine 
control was initially attempted by use of a highly sensitive temperature 
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sensor and an electronic relay operating 330 watts of heater elements. 
Later this system was abandoned in favor of a manually operated, modu­
lated control system which consisted of a pair of air flow valves, one 
a butterfly valve at the fan outlet and the other a sliding valve in the 
plenum chamber waste or bypass air discharge duct. From 70 to 90 per 
cent of the air leaving the plenum chamber was bypassed into a discharge 
duct which led to the outside air. Fine control of temperature could be 
established and maintained by adjustment of the butterfly valve at the 
fan outlet which varied the quantity of air flow, and the change in 
plenum pressure produced by this adjustment could be counteracted with 
little further change of air temperature by adjustment of the sliding 
valve at the plenum chamber outlet. Any temperature from about 70 to 
300°F. could be established and maintained for extended periods of time 
by periodic manual attention to within plus or minus 1°F. The range of 
plenum chamber temperatures was less than one-half degree Fahrenheit 
during the steady state period of many of the tests. 
Air Flow Measurement and Control 
Air was supplied by a high pressure blower capable of delivering 
600 cfm against 4 inches water gage pressure and around 250 cfm against 
25 inches of static pressure. The rate of air flow into the tray-stack 
column was measured by a calibrated, perforated steel sheet which was 
used as an orifice plate (25). This perforated sheet with 100 open holes 
was installed in the base tray that was permanently attached to the 
plenum chamber. The 100 holes used in this orifice were calibrated 
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collectively by a volumetric displacement apparatus with air at approxi­
mately standard conditions, or at about 75°F. and 75 per cent relative 
humidity. It was therefore necessary to make corrections of this 
calibration for the higher air temperatures employed in the tests. 
Since the shape of the small hole edges in this orifice plate departed 
greatly from standard orifice hole design it was decided to experi­
mentally determine the effect of the change of the temperature of the 
air on the orifice plate calibration. A series of special tests con­
firmed that the volumetric delivery of the air varied directly as the 
square root of the differential head across the plate when expressed in 
head of the fluid flowing. Since the standard air calibration line was 
plotted on log-log paper, a simplified procedure for determining the 
volumetric flow rate of the air was (1) to observe the differential 
pressure drop across the orifice plate in inches of water, (2) to multi­
ply this observed value by the ratio of the actual air density to 
standard air density for which the calibration was made, and (3) to read 
directly from the chart the volumetric delivery corresponding to this 
corrected differential pressure head value. 
The accuracy of the air flow measurements was estimated to be within 
plus or minus two per cent. An inclined tube manometer with a least 
count scale division of 0.01 inch of water was employed for all differen­
tial head observations. A vertical tube water manometer was employed 
when necessary to read static pressures. 
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Moisture Content Determinations 
All moisture contents were measured by drying the whole kernels in 
an atmospheric pressure air oven at 102 to 105°C. for 48 hours. Unless 
otherwise indicated, all moisture contents reported herein are expressed 
on the dry matter basis. Moisture samples were taken from almost all 
of the sacks of wheat after they were taken from the cold storage and 
warmed in the laboratory air. All moisture contents of the several 
trays from the test runs were obtained by tray weight losses, and thus 
represented the average moisture content of the entire tray of wheat. 
Experimental Tray-Stack Column 
The laboratory specimen for these tests might be considered as a 
core sample of grain taken from a through-air circulation dryer. It was 
a column of grain about 9-5/8 inches in diameter (one-half square foot 
cross sectional area) with a depth or height of 6 to 36 inches, depend­
ing upon the experimental drying conditions employed in the test. The 
total depth of this column of grain was divided into experimental depth 
increments by the use of a stack of trays, each tray of which was two 
inches deep. See Figure 2. The trays consisted of a rim of insulation 
material and a wire screen bottom. Foam-glass or cork banded by a two-
inch wide sheet metal band around the outside made up the tray rim. The 
wire screen tray bottom was cemented to the tray rim. 
A 24-gage, glass-insulated, duplex wire copper-constantan thermo­
couple was fastened to the bottom side of each screen with the thermo-
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couple junction located at the center of the tray. A few trays were 
equipped with two 6 junction thermopiles. The inner six junctions of 
the first thermopile were located in a circle about 1/2 inch radially 
distant from the center thermocouple, and the outer six junctions were 
in a concentric circle about two inches radially distant from the tray 
center. The second thermopile had the 6 inner junctions in this same 
two inch radius circle and the outer six junctions in a concentric circle 
about 1/2 inch in from the inner edge of the tray rim. In one tray a 
thermopile was embedded in the tray rim insulation material in two 
concentric circles equidistant from the outer and inner rim edges and 
two inches radially apart. With an assumed conductivity coefficient of 
the tray rim insulation and the use of this thermopile it was possible 
to use this tray rim as a heat flow meter in the radial direction. 
Thermocouple junctions were installed adjacent to the inner set of the 
thermopile junctions. 
Experimental Procedure 
A schedule of the test runs conducted appears in Table 1. Values 
of «5, with «2» n3 and jfy held constant, were varied by using three air 
velocities, 50, 100 and 150 feet per minute. Values of were varied 
with «2» s3> anc* n5 held constant by varying the entering air temperature 
from 100 to 260°F. by 40°F. increments. Then with the entering air 
temperature held constant at 180°F. 114 was again varied by increasing 
the dew point temperature to 60 and 80°F. Additional tests were also 
run comparing jt-^ with at a lower level of M^, and then again at a 
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higher level of Mq. Values of *3 versus with «2» *4, and jt$ held 
constant, were studied by varying Mq from 34 per cent to 14.2 per cent. 
Finally, values of #2» with and it^ held constant, were varied by 
use of three values of Mi - 53.6, 36.6, and 22.2 per cent dry basis. 
Preparation of Samples 
About 30 bushels of a good quality Lee spring wheat that was 
planted late in May was directly combined on July 24, 1959. The wheat 
was dumped into a large wagon and thoroughly mixed by hand shoveling 
back and forth several times into cone shaped piles. It was then sacked 
into airtight polyethylene bags and was immediately placed into a 40°F. 
cold storage room. About three days later the wheat was removed from 
storage for a few hours for cleaning in a Clipper mill. The mill was 
equipped with a no. 14 top and no. 7 bottom screen. This cleaning 
process removed small kernels, the chaff and most of the greener kernels 
which had awns still attached. The moisture content as harvested was 
checked to be around 27 per cent wet basis. 
Test Run Procedure 
The wheat was brought to the laboratory as needed 12 to 24 hours 
before test time. The entire contents of each bag was dumped into a 50-
gallon steel mixing barrel and mixed well before portions were withdrawn 
for filling the test trays. 
For a given test the initial moisture content of the wheat was known 
and the desired values of MQ, 0, and 0^ and the velocity or mass flow 
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rate of the air were specified. With this information the tray weight 
at the desired value of was readily calculated. Then by the use of 
Equation 3 the period of tray removal was calculated before starting the 
test. The actual period of tray removal was established as the nearest 
whole minute (one-half minute in one of the tests) to this calculated 
period. 
The water chiller, fan and heaters were turned on and necessary 
adjustments were made to bring the system towards the test conditions 
desired. During this equipment warm up period the tray-stack column of 
wheat was built on a table located near the plenum chamber. Each tray 
was filled with 1625 grams of high moisture wheat in all the tests 
analyzed. It was found necessary to carefully spread, knead and level 
the surface of each tray of wheat to obtain as nearly uniform air flow 
as possible through the tray-stack column. A somewhat standardized 
procedure was developed to do this. As the trays were filled they were 
stacked like supers of a bee hive and all joints were taped with a strip 
of wide, Scotch masking tape. An empty, or dummy tray was placed on top 
of the tray-stack column to obtain the temperature of the air leaving 
the top grain surface. The number of trays placed initially into the 
stack was estimated from previous experience and knowledge to provide a 
depth of wheat sufficient to contain the drying zone gradients plus two 
or more additional trays. 
When the plenum chamber temperature conditions began to closely ap­
proach the desired value, this tray-stack column unit was placed on the 
plenum chamber base tray, and adjustments of the air flow and heat input 
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were continued to attain final establishment of steady state air entry 
conditions. The wheat column was dried as a batch unit for a period of 
time equal to about twice the calculated period of tray removal, after 
which time the bottom tray would be dried to an average moisture content 
usually slightly more or less than the value of MQ desired. Whether it 
was more or less depended upon the number of trays ultimately to be con­
tained in the drying zone. A trial and error procedure period then 
ensued, which was guided by the cyclic temperature gradient observations 
and previous experience. During this phase of the test the period of 
tray removal would usually be more than the precalculated or desired 
period but sometimes less. The number of minutes tried was guided by 
the tray content weights as the trays came off the column. As each tray 
was removed from the bottom of the stack a fresh tray was immediately 
placed on top, and the column was retaped. The two bands of Scotch 
masking tape were removed from the bottom tray about 15 seconds before 
removal of the tray. The entire tray-stack had to be lifted to remove 
the bottom tray. It was immediately replaced and retaped to the plenum 
chamber base tray. This operation separated the column from plenum 
chamber for not more than two or three seconds. A ring of foam rubber 
weatherstripping about 1/4 by 3/8 inches in cross section was placed on 
the bottom surface of the rim of each tray. It was observed that this 
gasket provided a fairly effective seal between trays when the tape bands 
were removed. 
As the zone gradients approached their equilibrium positions or 
penetrated the column to their maximum depths which was indicated by the 
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temperature gradients and the approaching constancy of the weights of 
the trays coming off, the period of tray removal was fixed at the pre­
determined value, or a whole number of minutes greater or less than this 
value, to give the desired value of MQ as nearly as possible. Continuous 
adjustment as necessary of air flow and heat input maintained steady 
state air entry conditions. When the tray temperatures at the several 
tray positions and the weights of the trays coming off began to fluctuate 
in value or cease to creep in one direction, steady state flow conditions 
were considered to be established. This marked the beginning of the test 
run. It was seldom necessary to pass more than 12 trays through the 
column to establish these steady state conditions. The test run comprised 
passing the "key" tray, which had just entered the top of the drying zone 
at this beginning time, down through and out of the column under steady 
state conditions, which were continually observed and maintained. In a 
few cases initial tray weight errors and equipment failures destroyed an 
entire test after the steady state period had been attained. After the 
"key" tray came off the entire tray-stack column was removed, untaped, 
and the contents of each tray weighed as quickly as possible. This 
operation required from two to four minutes. 
Experimental Accuracy 
The experimental specimen for these tests was the core or column of 
grain contained in the tray-stack. In the preliminary planning and de­
sign of these trays much consideration was given to the provision of 
adiabatic conditions for this core of grain. The first set of trays, 
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which are shown in Figure 2, contained thin wall, seamless, metal cans 
with bottoms removed. These cans were about 3-3/4 inches in diameter 
and were soldered to the screen in the center position of each tray. 
The center core sample in these trays was kept separated during all 
testing and weighing operations. The drying air was metered separately 
into the center core and annular columns in the same ratio as the grain 
weight ratio of the two samples in each tray. The grain in the annular 
space was to serve as a guard ring to absorb any temperature gradients 
that were expected to occur in the horizontal direction. The rim of 
insulation and the guard ring of similar drying grain as that in the 
center core were to provide practically adiabatic conditions in the cen­
ter core column. An indication of adiabatic conditions was considered 
to have been a zero temperature gradient in any horizontal plane. 
In preliminary tests with rewet shelled corn, trays equipped with 
thermopiles revealed severe temperature gradients horizontally across 
the column, especially at the upper end of the drying zone. These 
gradients were small near the air entry and progressively became larger 
as the air traveled through the drying zone. They disappeared entirely 
in the trays above the drying zone. The center of the inner core was 
always cooler than the edge of the inner core, which in turn was always 
cooler than the grain near the inner edge of the tray rim. Each of these 
gradients were observed to be as much as 10°F. in some tests. This gave 
a total of 20°F. temperature drop from the inner edge of the rim to the 
center of the tray. The obvious cause of these severe gradients was the 
variation of air velocity across the column. 
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Such temperature gradients indicated a continuous transfer of heat 
from the periphery of the grain column to the center while for uniform 
air flow the gradients were expected to slope slightly outwards. The 
screen bottom of each tray was observed to develop a slight sag with use 
and as the trays were handled there may have been a slight relaxation of 
the grain away from the outer periphery of the containing walls. Such 
relaxed regions would permit higher air velocities than elsewhere in 
the grain. 
This non-uniform, non-parallel air flow condition prevented the use 
of Equations 7 or 8 for accurate determination of moisture gradients 
from the temperature gradients, since the average moisture content of 
any small core within the tray may have been quite different from the 
average moisture content of the entire tray as determined by tray weights 
due to the moisture variations across the tray caused by the uneven air 
flow conditions. Several remedies were tried to eliminate this varia­
tion but horizontal temperature gradients still occurred. 
As a result it was decided to make up a new set of trays without 
the inner core cans. All of the wheat test runs reported in this study 
were made with the new trays, which had cross supports for the screen 
bottom to prevent sagging and a slight closure of the screen near the 
periphery of the grain. Some of the new trays were equipped with the 
thermopiles, and one or more of these trays were passed through the dry­
ing zone under steady state conditions in each test run. It was found 
that the horizontal temperature gradients could be made to slope out, 
slope in or bulge in a given location almost entirely according to the 
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way the grain was compacted in the trays. Some compaction was found to 
be essential. A somewhat standardized method was developed for filling 
these trays in the wheat test runs. 
With the new set of trays the maximum accumulated temperature 
gradient which occurred at a tray position near the top of the drying 
zone was observed in several tests to be less than 1°F. in the inner 
core region. Maximum values observed were 5 to 6°F. The horizontal 
temperature gradients from the inner core periphery to the outer periph­
ery of the grain were observed to slope outwards in most of the tests, 
although in some tests they sloped inwards. Maximum accumulated values 
of these outer region gradients were observed in the upper tray posi­
tions to be around 8°F. In several of the tests however they did not 
exceed 2°F. 
The amount of distortion of an iso-temperature line plotted for a 
horizontal plane could be estimated from the knowledge of the magnitude 
of the overall horizontal and vertical temperature gradients in the 
drying zone. For example, in test no. 136-1 the drying zone temperature 
gradient slope averaged about 10°F. per inch. Thus a horizontal tempera­
ture gradient of 5°F. in this test would indicate that an iso-temperature 
line for a horizontal plane across the column of grain would vary 
vertically a maximum distance of about one-half inch. 
It was concluded from these experiences that homogeneity of a grain 
mass is exceedingly difficult to obtain and that experimental observa­
tions must give due consideration to this problem. It is the opinion of 
the writer that perhaps smaller rather than larger core samples than used 
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in these tests could be made to be more nearly homogeneous, and thus 
permit a closer approach to the desired parallel air flow pattern neces­
sary for more accurate experimental data. 
Mass Balance Calculations 
At the conclusion of each test certain experimental observations 
were checked by a mass balance calculation. The experimentally observed 
values of the variables on the right hand side of Equation 3 were used 
to calculate the period of tray removal. Theoretically the calculated 
period should have been equal in all tests to the observed period. The 
calculated and actual periods for these tests are recorded on the data 
sheets in the Appendix. Their differences are an indication of the over­
all magnitude of experimental error. The source of this error is not 
identified. However, a consideration of the probable error of each 
measurement involved leads to certain conclusions. 
Of the four factors in Equation 3, Tk and AM were observed with 
better accuracy than AH and Qr. T%. was controlled to within 3 seconds 
for total in-zone drying times of 1,000 to 20,000 seconds. AM was 
observed by use of a scale with a least count of one gram and which would 
weigh repeatably within plus or minus one-half gram. Tray weight 
changes were 250 to 300 grams in most of the tests. While AH was deter­
mined from entering and-leaving dew point temperature measurements and 
Qr was determined by air flow measurements and tray weights, the accuracy 
of these observations were more difficult to determine with confidence. 
However it develops in the analysis of these tests that neither AH nor Qr 
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are independent variables that significantly affect the observed kernel 
drying times, so the accuracy of their observed values appears to be of 
little consequence for purposes of these studies. 
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RESULTS 
The temperature and moisture gradient data tabulated on the data 
sheets in the Appendix are for the steady state conditions as established 
in each test run. With few exceptions each temperature tabulated is the 
average of all the temperatures read at that tray position during the 
steady state period. The tray weights tabulated are those obtained 
immediately after removal of the tray-stack column at the end of the 
test run. The average and range of the weights of the trays which came 
off during the steady state test period are given on the data sheets. 
With the exception of tests nos. 148-14H and 148-14L, which were not in­
cluded in the analysis, the temperature gradient and tray weight data 
indicate that all the tests had very closely approached steady state 
conditions. 
Temperature readings at the several tray positions during the steady 
state test period varied less than 1°F. in most of the tests. The magni­
tude of this variation where it exceeded three degrees is shown as bars 
on the graphs in Figures 3 to 9 inclusive. 
The average moisture contents of all trays, calculated from the 
final weights of the tray contents taken immediately after removing the 
tray-stack column from the test, are also tabulated on the data sheets. 
At the end of each test a check was made of the accuracy of certain 
measurements by calculation of the period of tray removal by use of Equa­
tion 3. These measurements and calculated data appear at the bottom of 
each data sheet. 
Figures 3 to 9, inclusive, present the gradient plots of the 
Figure 3. Drying zone temperature and moisture gradients for velocity series, tests nos. 
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observed temperatures and moisture contents. The moisture content scale 
on each graph was so chosen that the overall moisture change would be 
equidistant to the overall temperature change. This fitted moisture 
scale was plotted in the reverse direction to the temperature scale. 
According to Equation 7 or 8 such plotting of corresponding temperature 
and moisture gradients should produce a common curve. The departures 
exhibited on the graphs indicated that some heat was lost to the tray 
insulation and surroundings. 
Assuming the cork in the rim of the tray to have a specific heat of 
0.3 Btu/lb. °F and its conductivity coefficient to be 0.025 Btu/hr. sq. 
ft., °F/ft., and the specific heat of the dried grain to be 0.40 Btu/lb. 
°F, an accounting of the heat entering and leaving the system was made in 
one of the preliminary tests in which the entering air temperature was 
300°F. and the grain moisture reduction was about 20 per cent d.b. The 
sensible heat change of the drying air was calculated to be about 9 20 
Btu/tray. The sensible to latent heat change in the evaporated water 
calculated to be 580 Btu/tray. The sensible heat gain of the dried grain 
in each tray was estimated to be 260 Btu. The heat conducted through the 
tray rim as it passed down through the tray-stack column was calculated 
from a series of thermopile readings in the rim of insulation used as a 
heat meter, to be about 3 Btu/tray. The heat content increase of the 
cork rim figured to be 25 Btu. Thus, in this 300°F. entering air test, 
of the total sensible heat loss from the entering air, about 63 per cent 
went to evaporate water, 28 per cent to heat the grain, 3 per cent to heat 
the tray rim. Less than 1/2 per cent was conducted through the tray wall, 
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and 5 per cent was not accounted for. 
The temperature and moisture gradients in the graphs may not coin­
cide because the time of the temperature observations did not correspond 
to the time of the tray weight observations. To partially adjust for 
these differences in times of observations in the grain movement cycle, 
the moisture content at the mid-depth level in each tray was assumed to 
be the average moisture content of the tray. Also, the moisture gradient 
across the bottom two trays was assumed to be a straight line. Based on 
these reasonable assumptions the moisture content of the bottom layer of 
the bottom tray midway through the period between tray movements would 
be the average moisture content of the tray as moved at the end of the 
period. Accordingly the average moisture contents tabulated on the data 
sheets were plotted at the bottom levels of the trays. 
The time of the temperature readings in each cycle is given on both 
the data sheets and graphs. One or more minutes were required to read a 
set of temperatures, but the temperatures of the lower 3 or 4 tray posi­
tions, where temperature change during each cycle was most rapid, were 
usually read within 20 to 30 seconds after the time of reading as 
recorded and plotted. In a preliminary test a tray thermocouple was 
followed all the way down through the column. Its temperature was read 
every one-half minute. Then several complete sets of temperatures were 
read as usual, all of these observations occurring during steady state 
flow conditions. The temperatures read every one-half minute plotted as 
a smooth curve in the drying zone and not somewhat as a stairstep curve 
as was anticipated. The sets of temperatures taken as usual, when 
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plotted according to the time observed, fell on the same curve. This 
indicated that one set of temperatures taken on a fixed schedule during 
each cycle of column movement would provide the data required. However, 
during some of the long period cycles, two sets of temperatures were 
taken, such as three minutes after and three minutes before tray changes. 
A third temperature gradient plotted midway between these two is the 
temperature gradient that should correspond to the moisture gradient 
plotted as described above. It will be note', that the moisture gradient 
in test no. 136-1 lies about midway between the two temperature gradients 
taken three minutes after and three minutes before the time of tray 
removal. 
In those tests where two or more temperature gradients were observed, 
the slopes of these temperature gradients at levels a short distance in 
from either end of the drying zone are practically constant. This 
indicates that the temperature gradient for truly steady state flow con­
ditions would have similar slopes in this region and that it might be 
expected to lie at about the median position among the several gradients 
during a cycle in these tests. 
Drying Zone Gradients 
Neglecting the slight departures of the observed temperature gradi­
ent from where the temperature gradient for continuous grain flow would 
lie, the slope at any point of a temperature gradient on any of these 
graphs gives the value of d@/dT or d6/dD, the instantaneous rate of 
change of temperature, or the space rate of change of temperature for a 
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kernel or a thin layer of grain, at that level for steady state flow 
conditions. Since these gradients represent steady state flow condi­
tions, the integrals of de/dT and d9/dD become A6/AT and A0/AD for any 
finite range of the gradient or depth of grain selected. 
This type of experimental drying column might well be described as 
a "laboratory integrator" of drying rates. Not only does it give the 
instantaneous drying rates throughout the drying zone depth under actual 
drying zone gradient conditions, both within the kernel and within the 
zone, but it integrates these values over defined ranges. The values of 
A6/AX and A6/AD may be defined as the mean effective rates of change of 
temperature over the selected range. 
Likewise for the moisture gradients of the several tests, /WAT may 
be defined as the mean effective time rate of change of moisture content, 
Rme, and AM/AD the mean effective space rate of change of moisture 
content. 
Mean Effective Drying Rates 
Values of Rffle for the principal part of the drying zone, which lies 
below the "plus" marks on the graphs, are tabulated in Table 2 for these 
tests. Mean effective drying rates from 0.07 to 1.80 per cent per minute 
were observed in these tests. As anticipated, highest mean effective 
rates occurred for small values of at high initial moisture contents 
and high entering air temperatures. For example in test no. 148-4, 5 
per cent moisture reduction was accomplished at a mean effective drying 
rate of about 1 per cent per minute. Thus the kernel drying time or the 
Table 2. Calculated data of wheat test runs 
Column no. 
















Tk Tk(cal) Rme 
114 34.0 14.4 7.53 0.147 14.66 83.0* 0.504 1.002 88 68 0.22 
136-1 34.0 14.1 7.56 0.147 14.69 83.0° 0.505 1.001 67 71 0.30 
116 34.0 13.9 7.53 0.150 14.68 83.0* 0.502 1.022 79 73 0.25 
144 34.0 14.5 1.19 0.151 14.68 67.7* 0.071 1.030 280 287 0.07 
118 34.0 14.5 2.88 0.141 14.67 74.8* 0.187 0.962 158 142 0.12 
132 34.0 14.2 17.05 0.148 14.71 89.1* 1.150 1.005 39 38 0.51 
109 34.0 13.4 35.30 0.147 14.66 94.0* 2.400 1.001 25 24 0.81 
138 21.5 15.2 7.49 0.147 14.66 79.0* 0.501 1.001 34 30 0.18 
140 21.5 15.1 17.10 0.142 14.66 83.0* 1.160 0.968 20 16 0.31 
142 21.5 15.1 35.30 0.147 14.66 86.0* 2.400 1.002 11 9 0.57 
126 34.0 14.0 7.56 0.263 14.76 88.0* 0.494 1.781 62 64 0.32 
128 34.0 14.1 7.56 0.513 14.76 96.7* 0.477 3.475 53 54 0.37 
136 50.0 13.1 7.53 0.142 14.62 83.5* 0.504 0.970 83 117 0.45 
104 34.6 17.5 7.56 0.147 14.68 83.0° 0.504 1.002 46 46 0.37 
106 35.2 17.6 17.49 0.147 14.69 89.0* 1.180 1.001 24 25 0.73 
148-2 36.4 34.4 6.87 0.142 14.75 76.0° 0.457 0.962 1.1 0.5 1.80 
148-4 36.0 31.1 7.42 0.147 14.75 80.0° 0.493 0.996 5.1 5 0.96 
122 35.6 26.9 7.42 0.142 14.68 81.8* 0.493 0.968 11 12 0.76 
148-9 35.0 20.7 7.56 0.142 14.75 82.0* 0.504 0.963 28 31 0.51 
112 35.1 21.0 7.56 0.152 14.69 82.8* 0.505 1.035 30 30 0.47 
138-1 36.6 13.4 7.56 0.147 14.69 83.0° 0.504 1.001 78 84 0.30 
130 26.1 17.0 7.53 0.147 14.66 80.0* 0.504 1.001 37 35 0.25 
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travel time of the drying kernel, which are synonymous, through the 
drying zone was 5 minutes. As given on the data sheet this was for a 
relatively high initial moisture content and 180°F. entering air tempera­
ture. In another case, test no. 136-1, in which the drying conditions 
were the same except that was 20 per cent instead of 5 per cent, R^ 
was 0.30. The drying time then, was 20/0.3, or a little more than 1 
hour. 
Effect of Air Velocity 
It was anticipated in planning the tests that there would be little 
if any observable effect of air velocity on the mean effective drying 
rates of grain in a drying zone. However, a velocity series of tests 
was included to give more information or confirmation on the velocity 
effect. The values of Rme for the three velocity tests are given in 
Column 11 of Table 2. Test no. 136-1, which is the key test for all of 
the test series, was a rerun test conducted about one week after the 
conclusion of the planned testing program. It was rerun partly because 
of a series of tray weight errors which occurred in the first test and 
partly to get a particularly good set of data for this "key" test. It 
was noted upon opening the polyethylene bag of wheat used in this test 
that the wheat had developed a taint of sourness, which was not noticed 
from any of the other bags. It is possible that this slight souring, 
which became apparent during the last week of about a one month period of 
40°F. storage, could have increased the drying rate characteristics of 
this bag of wheat as compared to the rest of the wheat used previously 
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in the other tests. In several of the plots of the calculated data the 
point for test no. 136-1 is out of line in the direction of faster dry­
ing. 
Tests nos. 148-9 and 112 happened to be two nearly identical tests 
in every respect except the velocities of the drying air and the cor­
responding periods of tray removal. The value of for the 150 fpm 
test was observed to be slightly lower than for the 100 fpm test. If 
this were a real difference due to air velocity, it would indicate that 
higher air velocities decrease drying rates. This is opposite to the 
effect that has been observed by other researchers and to what theoreti­
cal considerations would indicate. Therefore it is probable that this is 
not a real difference and that more rigorous observations subject to 
statistical analysis are necessary to determine the true effect of 
velocity on grain drying rate characteristics. 
Since the effect of large changes of velocity on the overall kernel 
drying times, or mean effective drying rates, was so small that it was 
not accurately detected in these tests, it was concluded that velocity 
has no significant effect on grain drying rates. 
It follows therefore, that an increase in air velocity, the values 
of other factors remaining constant, should be accompanied by almost 
identical increases in the depth of the drying zone and in the rate of 
grain flow through the drying zone. For example, doubling the air 
velocity, other exposure conditions remaining constant may be considered 
to double the rate of heat input, to double the depth of the drying zone 
and to double the rate of grain flow, all of which combine to effect no 
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resultant change of the kernel drying time or travel time through the 
drying zone. 
With the added confirmation from these tests of the insignificance 
of the velocity effect, all data were calculated and plotted with no 
regard given to the air velocity conditions of the tests. 
Grain Temperatures Versus Air Temperatures 
Questions are often asked as to the difference between air tempera­
tures and grain temperatures in through-air circulation drying systems. 
Does a thermocouple register the true temperature of either the grain or 
air when buried in the air-grain mixture under the dynamic conditions of 
air and grain movement, and moisture and heat transfer in a drying zone? 
An indication of the approximate magnitude of these differences which 
may exist between the grain and air temperatures was observed in a tray-
stack of grain immediately after removal from a special test run. 
Temperatures indicated by the thermocouples were observed just before 
removing the column from the plenum chamber. As quickly as possible 
after removal of the column, sheets of aluminum foil were placed and 
sealed between all adjacent trays. The column stack was placed on a 
sheet of cork covered with aluminum foil. Thermocouples at several tray 
positions were observed every 3 minutes for a period of 21 minutes. The 
thermocouple at the top of tray no.. 1 read 152.7°F. just before removal 
of the column from the plenum chamber. After insertion of the aluminum 
foil barrier for which the stack had to be opened, it read 149.9°F. 
After 6, 9, 12 and 15 minute periods it read 148.7°, 148°, 147.5°, and 
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145°F. respectively. The thermocouple at top of tray no. 2 gave the 
following respective set of readings, 123.7°, 120.8°, 120.8°, 120.8°, 
121.2° and 122.9°F. These observations indicated that the average 
grain temperature at any point in a counterflow grain dryer is probably 
less than 3°F. below that of a thermocouple placed in the air stream. 
With such small temperature gradients surrounding the thermocouple it 
seems reasonable to conclude that the thermocouple indicated the true 
temperature of the air within one degree of accuracy. 
Equilibrium Temperature of Entering Grain 
As discussed in the Preliminary Analysis, there is a temperature of 
the entering grain which will permit the drying air to approach satura­
tion or the equilibrium relative humidity of the grain asymptotically. 
These temperatures, 0eq5 were calculated for these tests by use of 
Equation 6. They are given in Column 6 of Table 2. The actual or 
observed values of 6£q appear in the data sheets. For most of the tests 
the observed and calculated values were in close agreement. The tempera­
ture of the grain as placed on the top of the column quickly changes 
towards 6eq. Most of the change occurs within the first minute after 
tray placement. 
In tests nos. 148-2 and 148-4 the values of ôeq calculated from 
Equation 6 were 5.8° and 3.9°F., respectively, higher than the observed 
equilibrium temperatures. The cause of this difference is not known. 
However, if the moisture content reduction of the center core, where the 
thermocouples were located, were 1 per cent less than the average observed 
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for the tray, the calculated value of 6eq would more nearly correspond 
to the observed values. In some of the other tests trays were sampled 
for moisture content variation across the tray. A doughnut cutter type 
of sampler was made to obtain two annular ring samples plus the center 
core. In some tests the final moisture content of the center core was 
observed to be as much as 1 per cent above the average moisture content 
of the tray, as calculated from overall tray weight losses. However, 
these moisture content variations had no consistent pattern. Lower air 
velocities through the center core of the column would cause such a 
moisture content variation within the trays. 
Kernel Drying Times 
The observed values of T^ are given in Column 9 of Table 2. They 
were taken directly from the graphs by multiplying the number of trays 
plus any fraction thereof contained in the drying zone below the cutoff 
level indicated by the plus mark, by the period of tray removal expressed 
in minutes. 
Knowledge of T^ permits the calculation of Qr in Equation 3 for 
selected values of AM and calculated values, by use of the enthalpy 
balance, of AH. Then with Qr known and since velocity, per se, may be 
assumed to have no direct effect on the depth of the drying zone, values 
of D may be calculated for any chosen values of V by use of Equation 4. 
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Drying Zone Depths 
The observed depths of the principal drying zones are plainly shown 
on all of the graphs for the several sets of drying conditions of these 
tests. Each tray was two inches deep and was initially well filled with 
wheat, but as grain shrinks when it dries, the depths indicated on the 
graphs should be interpreted and expressed in terms of the weight of 
grain dry matter per unit area. Since each tray was approximately one-
half square foot in area and was filled with 1190 grams of wheat dry 
matter in the tests where was 36.6 per cent, the amount of grain dry 
matter per square foot per tray for these tests was 5.25 pounds. 
The depth of the principal drying zone apparently varies in direct 
proportion to the air velocity, and because of this the true effect of 
air velocity is often misinterpreted. Actually it is the increased rate 
of heat input with no increase in temperature and not the increased air 
velocity that increases the depth of the drying zone. If velocity did 
have a significant effect on grain drying rates, an increase of velocity 
would be expected to decrease the observed depth of the drying zone or 




In attempting to make a general analysis of these data, it became 
immediately apparent that the upper asymptotic portions of the drying 
zone temperature and moisture gradients should be eliminated if possible 
without affecting the general applicability of the results. The prin­
cipal objective of this study was to observe T^ for typical drying 
conditions and to develop a general prediction equation for calculating 
its value in terms of the independent variables observed to affect its 
value. It is obvious from inspection of the graphs that small errors in 
observing and plotting the data in the asymptotic regions will effect 
large errors in the values observed for T%. In a well designed counter-
flow dryer this upper asymptote would not be allowed to form. Its 
formation would be prevented by exhausting the air at some level below 
saturation. Formation of the upper asymptote is in no way prerequisite 
to the establishment of steady state flow conditions in a counterflow 
system. 
These upper asymptotes were permitted to form in this first program 
of tests with wheat essentially for two reasons. It was desired that 
the drying zone obtain its maximum possible depth, and that the grain 
enter the drying zone at the equilibrium temperature, 9eq. Formation of 
the upper asymptote brought the grain very close to the equilibrium 
temperature before it entered the principal drying zone and this 
permitted the drying zone to attain very nearly its maximum depth. 
Except as experience and knowledge were accumulated during the testing 
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program, there was little or no guide to indicate what depth of zone 
might be anticipated. To assure having enough depth of grain to form 
the asymptote, extra trays were added to the stack as indicated. This 
was determined by the temperature gradient observations during the 
developmental period of the test run. 
In some of the tests, nos. 144 and 118 for example, the capacity 
of the testing equipment did not provide for these extra trays, as 
constant velocity at the predetermined value was considered, albeit 
mistakenly, to be essential. However, these tests did indicate a condi­
tion of the drying gradients where the asymptote was not permitted to 
form. 
In a well balanced design of a counterflow drying system, the upper 
end of the drying gradients, including part or all of the asymptote, 
will be cut off at a point or level where the total costs of fan power, 
heat and all other costs of the drying process are a minimum, i.e., this 
cutoff point or level would be so selected that any increase in zone 
depth would add more cost for dryer capacity and fan power than the 
savings in heat cost effected by the increased degree of air saturation 
provided by the increase in depth of the grain column. 
It may be assumed, without calculating a least cost balance, that 
the cutoff level should provide for 90 per cent of the maximum possible 
temperature drop to occur. It was observed in these tests that the last 
10 per cent of the temperature drop contained all or nearly all of the 
upper asymptote with the grain entering the drying zone at ©eq. 
For test no. 136-1 this 10 per cent cutoff amounted to about a 10°F. 
cutoff. A 10°F. cutoff was used to establish the zone depth for this 
test. The moisture content corresponding to the temperature at this 10° 
cutoff level was 34 per cent. Since the moisture gradients plotted 
represented the position of the moisture gradients midway through the 
cycle in all tests and since essentially identical trays were used in -
all of the tests, it was decided to locate the cutoff level, shown on 
the graphs by a plus mark on the moisture gradient, at 34 per cent 
moisture content for all tests where was 36.6 per cent. For the 
series where was 22.2 per cent, the moisture content corresponding to 
a 10°F. temperature gradient cutoff for the 180°F. test was determined 
to be 21.5 per cent, which value was then used for the other two tests. 
The cutoff level for test no. 136 was determined in a similar manner. 
For the series where M0 was varied, the cutoff levels were also located 
to correspond to a loss of 10°F. available temperature drop. The observed 
values of Mj_, T^, and were then taken to correspond to these cutoff 
conditions in this analysis. 
If it is assumed that these cutoffs have little or no significant 
effect on the general validity or applicability of these test data, then 
it must be assumed that the 34 per cent moisture content wheat dried 
asymptotically from 36.6 per cent would have had the same drying charac­
teristics as wheat initially at 34 per cent moisture content. This 
procedure in effect assumes that the amount of moisture gradient forma­
tion within the kernel during the initial, asymptotic drying period in 
these tests has insignificant effect on any of the subsequent drying 
characteristics of the kernels. 
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These tests did not provide good data to estimate the error intro­
duced by this assumption. Only one companion test was conducted where 
the change in the test conditions was that of preventing the formation 
of the asymptote. This was test no. 138-1 which was run immediately 
following test no. 136-1 using wheat from the same batch in the mixing 
barrel. The column depth, which was determined with data from test no. 
136-1 at hand, was reduced to 6 trays. The temperature of the leaving 
air was observed to be only about 2°F. greater than 6eq. and the grain 
entered at 3°F. lower temperature than 9eq. The values of for the 
two tests, nos. 136-1 and 138-1, were identical. Thus values of T^ were 
also identical for corresponding moisture content values in the essen­
tially straight line portions of the gradients. 
Where the slope of the zone moisture gradient near the cutoff level 
is equal or nearly equal to the value of Rme for the overall zone depth, 
movement of the cutoff point up or down may have little effect on the 
values of Rme observed. To the extent or over the range that the above 
assumption of constant in zone kernel drying characteristics approximate­
ly holds, the general relationships developed in the following analysis 
may be employed for any cutoff level within that range. When the drying 
air is exhausted before equilibrium obtains, then AH must be properly 
calculated by Equation 6 for the actual cutoff temperature. 
Additional tests are desirable to develop an accurate procedure to 
interpolate or select cutoff points in this upper region of the drying 
zone. 
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Effect of Entering Air Conditions 
The pressure of saturated water vapor is uniquely defined by its 
temperature (15). The pressure of water vapor in an air water vapor 
mixture at less than saturation temperature is uniquely described by the 
dew point temperature of the mixture or the temperature at which the 
vapor will become saturated. The equilibrium vapor pressure of liquid 
water equals the saturation vapor pressure at the temperature of the 
water. As heated air is passed through drying grain, the temperature of 
the water in the grain tends to approach the temperature of the entering 
air as a maximum. A driving force for vapor flow is the vapor pressure 
difference. Thus an index of the driving force for moving and evaporat­
ing water from grain in a through-air circulation system may be 
considered to be some function of the difference between the vapor 
pressure of water at the entering air temperature and the vapor pressure 
of the water vapor in the entering air. 
Figure 10 shows a plot of the kernel drying time, T^, versus this 
driving force divided by the barometric pressure which is essentially a 
constant in these tests, for entering air temperatures of 108°, 140°, 
180°, 220° and 260°F. All other pertinent variables were held constant. 
The points appear to describe a straight line on a log-log plot. The 
slope of this line is -0.74. Thus it may be concluded that the drying 
time of a kernel of wheat under steady state drying zone conditions 
varies inversely about as the 3/4 power of the difference between the 
saturation vapor pressure and actual vapor pressure of the entering air. 
A plot of the saturation vapor pressure of the entering air, with a 
Figure 10. A, log-log plot of Tk versus ^  at = 34 and 21.5 per cent, and M =14.3 
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constant dew point of about 45°, versus showed approximately the same 
linear relationship over this temperature range. But it appears highly 
improbable, if dew point temperatures were increased to abnormally high 
values, that a constant exponential relationship between and Pw would 
hold. Vapor pressure difference appears to be a more valid parameter. 
However, when the vapor pressure difference was varied by holding 
the temperature of the entering air constant and varying the dew point 
temperature, an entirely different relationship was observed. The slope 
of a T% versus (Pw - Pv)plot with Pv varied, appeared to be a straight 
line on a log-log plot but with a slope of about plus 4.5. Obviously 
there must be an absolute effect of Pv that is not contained by a simple 
difference between Pw and Pv. The gradients plotted for tests nos. 
136-1, 126 and 128, the dew point series, clearly show that as the enter­
ing air dew point was increased the kernel drying time was decreased. 
This should not be interpreted to indicate that the capacity of a given 
dryer can be increased by an increase of the entering air dew point 
temperature, other conditions remaining constant. On the contrary the 
capacity would be slightly decreased, as an increase of 8jp would decrease 
AH. A plot of Pv versus T^, Figure 11, with Pw and all the other vari­
ables held constant indicated a straight line relationship on a log-log 
plot with a slope of -0.247. This indicates that the kernel drying time 
for wheat varies inversely about as the 1/4 power of the vapor pressure 
of the entering air. 
No other property of the entering air, such as the velocity or 
quantity of air supply, was observed to affect the kernel drying time. 
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Obviously air flow is necessary to maintain the values of P and P . 
w v 
The effect of exhausting the air at different temperatures near the 
saturation temperature has been discussed in a previous section. 
Effect of Grain Moistures 
The effect of the properties of the grain itself on moisture trans­
fer was discussed in the Preliminary Analysis. The only other pertinent 
grain variables which affect the value of T% for a given lot of grain 
appear to be the entering and leaving grain moisture contents. Several 
attempts were made to identify a relationship between T^ and a single 
grain moisture parameter including all possible combinations of M^, Mq 
and Me. No continuous relationship was found which would accomodate 
variations of both Mj_ and MQ when varied individually. 
It was discovered, for the range of values included in these tests 
that T^ versus MQ plotted as a smooth curve on a log-log plot, Figure 
11-1, and that T^ versus appeared to be described by a semi-log plot, 
Figure 11-3. In this semi-log plot the point plotted for the high 
moisture test run departs considerably in a faster drying direction. 
The wheat in this test was rewet by adding liquid water. It was given 
only 48 hours to equilibrate as it was noted that bacteria and yeasts 
were beginning to develop rapidly at that time. The gradients for the 
high level moisture removal in this test, no. 136, Figure 5, do not appear 
to be typical in comparison with the gradients for the other tests using 
naturally damp wheat. As a result little consideration was given to the 
location of this point. In general these tests appeared to be inadequate 
Figure 11. Log-log plots of (1) T% versus M0 (left) and (2) versus Pv/Pj,, (middle), and 
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in number and range of values to provide a reliable relationship be­
tween Tk and M^. Additional tests are desirable. The semi-log plot in 
Figure 11-3 does, however, describe the data in these tests for the few 
values of Mj_ of 36.6 per cent and below for which tests were run. From 
these plots it may be concluded (1) that the kernel drying time, Tk» 
plus a constant varies inversely as the 1.41 power of and (2) that T% 
varies directly as the log of M^. These relationships are shown to 
apply only for the ranges of and M0 included in these tests. 
A General Equation 
It has been shown that the velocity or quantity of drying air has 
no observable effect on the kernel drying time, T^> but that the quantity 
of air flow or the rate of heat input definitely influence the depth of 
the drying zone. Accordingly may be combined with jtj_ as a multiplier 
with no regard as to its value. This eliminates a it term. It was also 
shown that an additional it term is necessary to express the total effects 
of Pw and Pv on the kernel drying time. Accordingly a new jr^ dimension-
less pi term was formed as Pv/Pb-
A test for combination of Rg, rt3 and was made by plotting 
versus it^ at different levels of and jt^. The parallel plots shown in 
Figure 10 at these different grain moisture levels demonstrate that 
these terms combine as products in a general equation. Since it was not 
anticipated that Pv/Pb would comprise a % term, only one level of «4 was 
observed with variations of the new ^5 term, Pv/P^,. Thus data were not 
available for a combination test. It is possible that jc^  combines as a 
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product, but further tests are necessary to determine whether or not 
this is true. 
value of 1 and values Rag disregarded, a valid relationship based on 
dimensional analysis is formed which should apply generally over the 
range of the data observed, with the exception of variations from 45°F. 
of the dew point temperatures. That is, the general applicability of 
the relationship is demonstrated in these tests to be valid only for dew 
points at or near 45°F. With this limitation imposed the general 
expression developed is 
If Pv/Pb combines as a product and the relationship developed by 
by the plot in Figure 11-2 applies for constant values of (Pw - Pv)/Pfc 
and the other it terms, then a completely general expression for the 
ranges covered in these tests that may be used to calculate or predict 
values of T^ for drying this kind of wheat in a counterflow process at 
the steady state is 
Combining the first four it terms as products with Cg assigned a 




The general expression developed, Equation 11, was used to calcu­
late the values of Tk for all the tests analyzed and for two auxiliary 
tests nos. 138-1 and 130. These calculated values of T^ are tabulated 
in Column 10 of Table 2 and may be compared directly with the observed 
values presented in Column 9. With the exception of the high moisture, 
rewet wheat test, no. 136, which has been discussed, the observed and 
calculated values may be considered to be in fairly good agreement for 
such a generally applicable equation developed primarily for prediction 
purposes. For test 138-1, in which the asymptote was not permitted to 
form, the calculated time was about 8 per cent greater than that observed, 
but as previously mentioned the wheat for this test may have had faster 
drying characteristics than the wheat used in the earlier tests. In 
test no. 130 with = 26.1 per cent and M0 = 17.0 per cent, which cor­
responds to 20.6 and 14.5 per cent wet basis, respectively, there was 
good agreement between the calculated and observed kernel drying times. 
These comparisons indicate that this equation is generally applicable 
over the range of observations covered in these tests. 
This study was confined to one 30 bushel lot of wheat. There is no 
evidence that some of these discovered relationships may or may not 
apply to other grains generally, simply by proper changes of constants. 
Additional testing programs employing the other grains are desirable to 
investigate these possibilities. 
In this first testing program the upper asymptotes were allowed to 
form in most of the tests. This necessitated certain assumptions for 
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this analysis. Future testing programs and analyses should thoroughly 
explore and determine the effects of preventing the formation of the 
upper asymptote and of exhausting the air at humidities less than satura­
tion or equilibrium. 
The greatest experimental error encountered in these tests was 
caused by the variations of air velocities across the tray-stack column 
of grain. The cause of this was attributed to the variation of grain 
density or air flow resistance properties of the increment depths of the 
grain. A special procedure needs to be developed to provide uniform 
grain porosity conditions in the tray-stack column. 
The lowest entering air temperature employed in these tests was 
108°F. and the lowest velocity was 50 fpm. For fast counterflow drying 
systems both of these values are well below those which would be used in 
practice. However, since drying in slow, drying-in-storage systems oc­
curs in a manner that may be analyzed with desired accuracy as a steady 
state flow process, it would be of considerable value and use to have 
these general relationships extend to temperatures below 108°F. and 
velocities below 50 fpm. Analyses of these data show that velocity has 
negligible effect in the range from 50 to 150 fpm. Does this negligible 
velocity effect continue to hold below 50 fpm? 
It is interesting to extrapolate the results of this study to slow 
drying-in-storage conditions. For example, by use of Equation 11 
extrapolated, what is the calculated kernel drying time in a typical 
slow, drying-in-storage system? 
Typical average July atmospheric air conditions in Iowa are 0 = 70°F; 
©dp = 50°F. Assume wheat is harvested at 20 per cent wet basis (25 per 
cent d.b.) moisture content, and is dried to an average final moisture 
content of 13 per cent wet basis (15 per cent d.b.). The kernel drying 
time Tk, calculated by Equation 11 is 600 minutes, or 10 hours. The 
value of Rme is (25 - 15)/600 or 0.0167 per cent per minute. If the 
wheat were in a bin filled to a depth that would provide 8 feet depth of 
wheat when dry, and the average rate of air supply were 5 cfm per bushel 
of dried volume, then the apparent air velocity, V, would be 32 fpm. 
The average wet bulb temperature of the entering air is 58°F. The 
equilibrium relative humidity of 20 per cent wet basis wheat is about 93 
per cent. Under these conditions the drying air will remain at nearly 
constant wet bulb temperature but decrease in temperature as it passes 
through the drying zone until it attains about 93 per cent relative 
humidity, at which temperature and equilibrium condition it will pass on 
through any remaining portions of grain and on out of the bin. The value 
of AH obtained by use of the psychrometric chart or a table of properties 
of saturated air is found to be 0.00227 lbw/lba. For these values of ZM, 
AH and T^, Equation 3 gives the value of Qr as 0.10/(600 x .00227) 
or 0.0734 lba/min per pound of grain in the drying zone. Finally, to 
calculate the depth of the drying zone which passes each kernel in Tk 
minutes, Equation 4 may be used. The value of d may be assumed to 
average 37 pounds of dry matter per cubic foot, and the value of va for 
these air conditions is about 13.5 cubic feet per pound of dry air. 
Therefore, from Equation 4, the depth of the drying zone where nearly 
all of the moisture transfer occurs, is 
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32/(0.0734 x 13.5 x 37) = 0.873 feet, or 10.5 inches 
Thus the drying zone moves about 1 inch per hour, and the time re­
quired to dry 8 feet of wheat with these average drying conditions 
calculates to be about 96 hours or 4 days. The time to dry each kernel 
in the bin is about 10 hours, but the time required to dry the bin is 
about 100 hours. 
It may be noted that, where the drying zone is contained within the 
grain for most of the drying period, Equation 3 may be used directly with 
little error to calculate the overall drying time for the bin without 
knowledge of the kernel drying time, except that it be a small fraction 
of the total bin drying time. When using Equation 3 to calculate the 
overall drying time T% becomes T^, the drying time for the whole bin, 
and Qr becomes the pounds of air per minute flowing per pound of grain 
dry matter in the entire bin. It is also assumed in this example that 
all air flow channels through the bin are equally effective or that 
parallel air flow obtains. 
An example of the application of Equation 11 to a fast, counterflow 
system may reveal some practical possibilities. Assume that wheat 
harvested at 18 per cent wet basis (22 per cent d.b.) may be dried to 16 
per cent wet basis (19.0 per cent d.b.) in a counterflow drier - followed 
by immediate cooling in a second column or in a mechanically ventilated 
storage bin which can further reduce the moisture content to 14 per cent 
I; 
wet basis or below - with 220°F. entering air temperature without damage 
to the milling quality of the wheat (29). Calculate the kernel drying 
time and determine Qr for a practical depth of drying zone assuming that 
the drying air exhausts at 10°F. higher than 9eq. Then calculate the 
capacity per unit cross sectional area of the dryer. Assume the enter­
ing air dew point to be 45°F. 
The value of T^ calculated by use of Equation 11 for Mj = 22 per 
cent, M0 = 19 per cent, 0 = 220°F. and 0^ = 45°F. is 10.1 minutes. 
The equilibrium relative humidity of 18 per cent wet basis wheat is 
around 87 per cent. Then from Equation 6 and a psychrometric chart 
the value of AH for 87 per cent relative humidity exhaust air and an 
entering grain temperature equal to 6eq balances out to be about 75°F. 
It may be observed from the psychrometric chart or from a table of 
moist air properties (5) that exhausting this air at 85°F. will 
provide a AH of about 0.0095. Qr may now be calculated from Equation 
3, where T^ = 10.1, AH = 0.0095, and AM = 0.03, from which Qr = 0.313. 
About the maximum velocity of air flowing upwards through wheat 
without causing it to "boil" is around 170 fpm. Selecting a velocity 
of 150 fpm, the zone depth calculates from Equation 4 to be 
150/(0.313 x 17.3 x 37) = 0.75 feet. 
The static pressure required to provide 150 fpm through 9 inches of 
wheat was observed in these tests to be about 4 inches water gage. 
Since the kernel drying time is synonymous to the kernel travel time 
through the drying zone, it follows that the flow rate of the wheat 
would be 0.75 feet per 10.1 minutes, or 3.57 bushels per square foot 
per hour. A counterflow column 5 feet x 5 feet in cross section and 
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9 inches deep would provide a drying capacity for these conditions of 
about 90 bushels per hour. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions are derived from this investigation of 
the drying time characteristics of wheat at the steady state: 
(1) Steady state flow conditions occur in a counterflow through-air 
circulation drying process. 
(2) A small tray-stack column of grain employed as a laboratory 
specimen can simulate actual scale drying conditions. 
(3) Rewet wheat equilibrated for only two days at normal room 
temperature exhibits different drying rate characteristics from natural 
moisture wheat. 
(4) The time required to.dry a kernel of wheat for the conditions 
and within the ranges covered in these tests varies approximately as 
follows: 
a. Inversely as the 3/4 power of the difference between the satura­
tion vapor pressure corresponding to the entering air tempera­
ture and the partial vapor pressure of the entering air 
b. Inversely as the 1/4 power of the partial vapor pressure of the 
entering air 
c. Inversely as the 1.4 power of the final moisture content of the 
grain 
d. Directly as the log of the initial or entering moisture content 
of the grain. 
(5) The time required to dry a kernel of wheat is not affected 
significantly by the velocity or the amount of air associated with the 
grain during the drying process. 
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(6) The temperature of wheat closely approaches the temperature of 
the drying air in a counterflow dryer. 
(7) For prediction purposes the depth of the drying zone at steady 
state flow conditions may be considered to be directly proportional to 
the quantity of air flow per unit cross sectional area of the drying 
column but independent of the velocity of air flow through the column. 
(8) The equilibrium temperature of the entering grain can be 
calculated by use of a mass balance and an enthalpy balance, and a table 
of moist air properties. 
(9) Equation 10 or 11 applies generally over the range of the test 
conditions covered in this study within the limitations specified to 
predict the value of T%, the kernel drying time. 
(10) The drying zone depth corresponding to T^ can be calculated 
from the mass and enthalpy balances for any selected velocity of the air 
in the range of 50 to 150 fpm. 
(11) Several future tests following the general approach of this 
investigation are warranted (a) to develop a more accurate general 
prediction equation according to drying zone cutoff conditions, (b) to 
extend its range of applications to lower entering air temperatures and 
velocities, (c) to include other grains. 
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SUMMARY 
A general prediction equation was developed by dimensional analysis 
and experimental observations on a specially designed counterflow dryer 
to express the drying time of a kernel of wheat when dried at steady 
state conditions. It was determined that the true drying time for wheat 
is dependent only upon (1) the moisture contents of the wheat entering 
and leaving the counterflow column, and (2) the temperature and humidity 
of the entering air. It was concluded that the air velocity or the air 
to grain flow ratio has insignificant effect on the kernel drying time. 
Although the depth of the drying zone was observed apparently to be di­
rectly proportional to the air velocity, the analysis indicated that it 
was not the effect of air velocity which changed the depth of the drying 
zone, but that it was the quantity of heat supplied for drying, which 
varies in direct proportion to the mass rate of air supply other condi­
tions remaining constant, that determines the depth of the drying zone. 
Steady state drying conditions were obtained by a specially designed 
experimental, laboratory unit. The laboratory specimen was a small core 
of grain which was cut into experimental increment depth units by use of 
a series of trays, each two inches deep, placed in a stack like supers 
in a beehive to form the column of grain. Cyclic removal of a dried 
bottom tray and addition of a fresh top tray simulated counterflow drying 
and, with proper control, steady state drying conditions. 
Wheat was employed for this testing program. Initial moisture 
contents varied from 53.6 to 22.2 per cent d.b., final moisture contents 
from 34.4 to 13.4 per cent d.b., entering air temperatures from 108 to 
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260°F., entering air dew points from 45 to 80°F., and drying air 
velocities from 50 to 150 fpm. 
The true drying time of a kernel of wheat, or the travel time of a 
drying kernel of wheat through the drying zone, which are synonomous, 
was observed to vary approximately as follows: 
1. Inversely as the 3/4 power of the maximum potential vapor 
pressure difference driving force at constant barometric pressure 
2. Inversely as the 1/4 power of the partial vapor pressure of the 
entering air at constant barometric pressure 
3. Directly as the log of the entering moisture content of the 
wheat 
4. Inversely as the 1.4 power of the leaving moisture content of 
the wheat. 
The general prediction equation is: 
where T^ is the kernel drying time in minutes; and MQ are the initial 
and final grain moisture contents, per cent dry basis; Pw, Pv and are 
respectively the saturation vapor pressure at entering air temperature, 
the vapor pressure of the entering air and the barometric pressure all 
Extrapolation of this prediction equation to a typical set of drying 
conditions for a slow, drying-in-storage system, gave a calculated kernel 
drying time for wheat to dry from 20 to 13 per cent wet basis, as 10 
Tk= (1.08 log^-)( "" 
in lbs/inz. 
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hours. This is a mean effective drying rate of 1 per cent d.b. per hour. 
The overall drying time for a bin of such wheat with an average rate of 
air supply assumed to be 5 cfm per bushel, calculated to be about 100 
hours. The depth of the drying zone, D, in such a bin where the final 
depth of the dried wheat would be 8 feet, calculated to be about 10 
inches. 
Applying the general prediction equation to a fast counterflow 
system showed that good evaporative heat use efficiencies could be 
obtained when using up to 250 cubic feet per minute of drying air per 
bushel of wheat, if an entering air temperature of 220°?. could be 
tolerated to remove 3 per cent d.b. in the counterflow column. Subse­
quent cooling of wheat £rosa such a system could remove an additional 4 
per cent d.b. of moisture. The capacity of a counterflow column 5 feet x 
5 feet in cross section and 9 inches deep operating at these drying con­
ditions was calculated to be about 90 bushels per hour. 
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APPENDIX 
Wheat Test Data, Run No. 114, August 4, 1959 
Bar. 29.88 in. Hg. % 45' F. 
Me = 1% Vel. 50 f .p.m. 
Hi 36.6% d.b. Period = 21 min. 
M0 14.4% d.b. Initial 
0 180.1°F. tray wt.= 1625 gm. 
Tray Temperature °F Moisture Tray wts. 
no. +5 min. +10 min. +15 min. % d.b. gm. 
Top 8 83.0 83.5 84.8 
Bot. 8 83.0 83.5 84.8 36.6 1625 
It 7 83.0 83.3 84.8 36.2 1621 
It 6 83. i 83.5 85.3 35.7 1615 
T1 5 84.8 89.6 93.5 33.8 1592 
tt 4 103.5 110.7 113.7 30.0 1547 
ft 3 133.3 140.8 147.5 24.1 1477 
II 2 164.0 167.6 169.6 18.1 1406 
II 1 180.1 180.3 180.1 14.3 1360 
Entering grain 86°F. 
Av. bottom tray wt. 1358 
Range of bottom tray wt. 4 
Mass balance data 
1. 8dp in 45°F.; out 82.1°F.; ZW = 0.0176 lbw/lba 
2. Qr = 0.595 Ibg/min., lb^ _ in one tray 
3. m = 22.2% d.b. 
4. Calculated period = 21.3 min. 
5. Actual period = 21.0 min. 
6. Calculated AM = 22% d.b. 
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Wheat Test Data, Run No. 136-1, August 25, 1959 
Bar. = 29.96 in. Hg. ®dp ~ 45°F 
Me = 1% Vel. = 100 f.p.m. 
= 36.6% d.b. Period = 12 min. 
My = 14.1% d.b. Initial 
9 = 180.3°F. tray wt. = 1625 gm. 
Tray Temperature °F Moisture Tray wts. 
no. +3 min. -3 min. % d.b. gm. 
Top 10 83.1 83.7 
Bot. 10 83.1 84.0 36.4 1622 
" 9 83.1 84.0 36.3 1621 
" 8 83.1 84.4 35.7 1615 
" 7 85.3 90.5 34.8 1604 
" 6 96.6 102.6 32.6 1578 
" 5 109.0 115.8 29.8 1545 
" 4 124.5 135.3 26.1 1500 
" 3 145.8 157.6 21.4 1444 
" 2 165.6 171.0 16.9 1391 
" 1 180.3 180.5 14.1 1358 
Entering grain 76°F. 
Av. bottom tray wt. 1358 
Range of bottom tray wt. 1 
Mass balance data 
1. 6dp in 45°F; out 82°F.; ZW = 0.0175 lbw/lba 
2. Qr = 1.17 lba/min., lbdm in one tray 
3. 4M = 22.4% d.b. 
4. Calculated period = 11 min. 
5. Actual period = 12 min. 
6. Calculated 4M = 24.6% d.b. 
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Wheat Test Data, Run No. 116, August 5, 1959 
Bar. = 29.91 in. Hg. edp ~ 45*5°F* 
Me =1% Vel. = 150 f.p.m. 
Mi = 36.6% d.b. Period = 9 min. 
M0 = 13.95% d.b. Initial 
6 = 180.1°F. tray wt. = 1625 gm. 
Tray Temperature F. Moisture Tray wts. 
no. +3 min. % d.b. gm. 
Top 10 88.5 
Bot. 10 99.1 34.6 1602 
II 9 107.2 32.3 1574 
II 8 116.3 30.0 1547 
II 7 127.3 27.4 1516 
II 6 140.0 24.2 1478 
IT 5 152.3 21.2 1442 
II 4 161.6 18.7 1413 
II 3 169.2 16.4 1385 
II 2 ,175.8 14.9 1367 
II 1 180.1 13.9 1355 
Entering grain 83.5°F. 
Av. bottom tray wt. 1359 
Range of bottom tray wt. 7 
Mass balance data 
1. 6dp in 45.5°F.; out 77.1°F.; m = 0.0138 lbw/lba 
2. Qr = 1.75 Iba/min., lbdm in one tray 
3. m = 22.65% d.b. 
4. Calculated period =9.35 min. 
5. Actual period = 9 min. 
6. Calculated 4M = 21.75% d.b. 
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Wheat Test Data, Run No. 144, August 14, 1959 
Baré = 29.97 in. Hg. ®dp = 45.6°F. 
Me = 6% Vel. = 100 f.p.m. 
Mi = 36.6% d .b. Period = 22 min. 
Mq = 14.5% d.b. Initial 
6 = 107.7°F 
• 
tray wt. = 1625 gm. 
Tray Temperature °F. Moisture Tray wts. 
no. +5 min. -5 min. % d.b. gm. 
Top 14 69.7 71.6 
Bot. 14 73.9 75.7 34.3 1598 
" 13 77.9 79.2 32.2 1573 
" 12 81.4 82.3 30.3 1551 
" 11 84.4 85.7 28.6 15.30 
10 87.9 88.7 26.7 1508 
" 9 91.4 91.4 25.0 1488 
" 8 94.0 94.8 23.7 1522 
" 7 96.6 97.5 21.8 1450 
" 6 98.8 99.6 20.5 1434 
" 5 101.3 101.8 18.8 1414 
" 4 103.3 103.5 17.5 1398 
" 3 105.0 105.0 16.6 1388 
" 2 106.5 106.5 15.5 1375 
1 107.6 107.7 14.6 1364 
Entering grain 82°F. 
Av. bottom tray wt. 1362 
Range of bottom tray wt. 5 
Mass balance data 
1. edp in 45.6°F.; out 66eF.; AW = 0.00727 lb*/lb 
2. Qr = 1.34 Ibg/min., lbdm in one tray 
3. 4M = 22.1% d.b. 
4. Calculated period = 23.3 min. 
5. Actual period = 22.0 min. 
6. Calculated 4M = 21.1% d.b. 
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=29.91 in. Hg. 
= 3% 
= 36.67. d.b. 








= 100 f.p.m. 
= 16 min. 
= 1625 gm. 
Tray Temperatu re °F. Moisture Tray wts. 
no. +4 min. -5 min. % d.b. Km. 
Top 11 76.6 78.8 
Bot. 11 81.2 84.8 34.2 1597 
11 10 87.5 90.9 32.2 1573 
" 9 93.5 96.6 30.2 1549 
" 8 100.0 102.6 28.2 1525 
" 7 106.5 108.4 25.9 1498 
" 6 112.6 116.2 23.4 1469 
" 5 119.6 123.3 21.1 1441 
" 4 126.0 128.7 18.8 1414 
" 3 132.0 133.7 17.1 1393 
" 2 136.6 137.5 15.5 1375 




Av. bottom tray wt. 1362 
Range of bottom tray wt. 4 
Mass balance data 
1. 0dp in 43.8°F.; out 73.6°F.; AW = 0.0118 lb^ /lb^  
2. Qr = 1.25 lba/min., lbdm in one tray 
3. m = 22.1% d.b. 
4. Calculated period = 15.05 min. 
5. Actual period = 16 min. 
6. Calculated 4M = 23.5% d.b. 
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Wheat Test Data, Run No. 132, August 11, 1959 
Bar. = 30.00 in. Hg. edp = 45.1*F. 
Me =0 Vel. = 150 f.p.m. 
Mi = 36.6% d.b. Period = 7 min. 
Mq = 14.2% d.b. Initial 
0 = 219.6°F. tray wt. = 1625 gm. 
Tray Temperature °F Moisture Tray wts. 
no. +3 min. % d.b. gm. 
Top 8 88.7 
Bot. 8 90.1 Lost 
ft 7 99.2 34.5 1600 
ft 6 112.0 32.1 1572 
ft 5 129.5 29.3 1538 
ft 4 157.6 24.8 1485 
ft 3 186.0 20.4 1432 
tt 2 206.7 16.5 1386 
tt 1 219.6 14.1 1358 
Entering grain 89.2°F. 
Av. bottom tray wt. 1358 
Range of bottom tray wt. 6 
Mass balance data 
1. 6dp in 45.1°F.; out 85.4°F.; 4M = 0.0195 lbw/lba 
2. Qp = 1.65 Ibg/min., lbdm in one tray 
3. 4M = 22.4% d.b. 
4. Calculated period = 6.65 min. 
5. Actual period = 7 min. 
6. Calculated 4M = 23.6% d.b. 
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Wheat Test Data, Run No. 109, July 29, 1959 
Bar. = 29.94 in. Hg. edp = 45°F* 
Mg =0 Vel, = 152 f.p.m. 
= 36.6% d.b. Period = 6 min. 
M0 = 13.4% d.b. Initial 
9 = 259.9°F. tray wt. = 1625 gm. 
Tray Temperature °F Moisture Tray wts. 
no. +2 min. % d.b. gm. 
Top 6 92.6 
Bot. 6 95.2 36.4 1624 
" 5 112.4 34.6 1602 
" 4 142.5 31.5 1565 
" 3 201.1 25.5 1493 
2 239.7 18.2 1406 
" 1 259.9 13.4 1350 
Entering grain 84°F. 
Av. bottom tray wt. 1350 
Range of bottom tray wt. 4 
Mass balance data 
1. 9dp in 45°F.; out 90.6°F.; A$i 0.0255 lbw/lba 
2. Qr = 1.58 lba/min., lbdm in one tray 
3. AM = 23.1% d.b. 
4. Calculated period = 5.74 min. 
5. Actual period = 6 min. 
6. Calculated AM = 24.2% d.b. 
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Wheat Test Data, Run No. 138, August 13, 1959 
Bar. = 29. 94 in. Hg. edp 45 "F. 
Me = 1% Vel. 100 f.p.m. 
Mi = 22. 2% d.b. Period = 6 min. 
Mo 15. 2% d.b, Initial 
0 = 179 .9 °F. tray wt. = 1625 gm. 
Tray Temperature °F Moisture Tray wts. 
no. +2 min. % d.b. gm. 
Top 8 80.5 
Bot. 8 80.5 22.0 1622 
" 7 82.0 21.5 1616 
" 6 87.5 21.2 1612 
" 5 96.6 20.6 1604 
" 4 107.7 19.7 1592 
" 3 125.0 18.6 1578 
2 152.0 16.7 1552 
1 179.9 15.2 1532 
Entering grain 85°F. 
Av. bottom tray wt. 1532 
Range of bottom tray wt. 3 
Mass balance data 
1. 6dp in 45°F.; out 74.6°F.; AW = 0.0122 lbw/lbfi 
2. Qr = 1.05 lba/min., lbdm in one tray 
3. m = 7.07. d.b. 
4. Calculated period = 5.46 min. 
5. Actual period = 6 min. 
6. Calculated 4M = 7.7% d.b. 
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Wheat Test Data, Run No. 140, August 13, 1959 
Bar. = 29.94 in. Hg. 
M e  = 0  
Mi = 22.2% d.b. 
M0 = 15.06% d.b. 
6 = 219.8°F. 
Vel. = 100 f.p.m. 
Period = 5 min. 
Initial 
tray wt. = 1625 gm. 
Tray Temperature °F. Moisture Tray wts. 
no. +2 min. % d.b. gm. 
Top 8 83.3 
Bot. 8 83.1 21.95 1622 
If 7 83.1 22.05 1623 
ft 6 83.5 21.6 1618 
t l  5 87.0 21.5 1616 
ft 4 98.3 20.8 1606 
It 3 118.3 19.8 1594 
t l  2 164.0 17.6 1564 
II 1 219.8 15.0 1530 
Entering grain 85°F. 
Av. bottom tray wt. 1528 
Range of bottom tray wt. 4 
Mass balance data 
1. 0dp in 44°F.; out 78.3°F.; ZSÎ = 0.0149 lbw/lba 
2. Qr = 0.987 lba/min., lbdm in one tray 
3. AM = 7.14% d.b. 
4. Calculated period = 4.85 min. 
5. Actual period = 5 min. 
6. Calculated AM = 7.35% d.b. 
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Wheat Test Data, Run No. 142, August 13, 1959 
Bar. = 29. 94 in. Hg. edp 45 °F. 
Me = 0 Vel. 100 f.p.m. 
Mj_ 22.2% d.b. Period = 4% min. 
Mo = 15. 06% d.b. Initial 
0 = 259 .9°F. tray wt. = 1625 gm. 
Tray Temperature °F Moisture Tray wts. 
no. +2 min. % d.b. gm. 
Top 6 85.7 
Bot. 6 86.2 22.1 1624 
" 5 86.2 22.0 1622 
" 4 88.3 21.8 1620 
" 3 103.5 20.9 1608 
2 147.9 19.1 1584 
" 1 259.9 15.0 1530 
Entering grain 85°F. 
Av. bottom tray wt. 1530 
Range of bottom tray wt. 1 
Mass balance data 
1. 6dp in 45°F.; out 82°F.; AW = 0.0176 lbw/lba 
2. Qr = 0.932 lba/min., Ibdm in one tray 
? 
3. AM = 7.14% d.b. 
4. Calculated period = 4.35 min. 
5. Actual period = 4% min. 
6. Calculated = 7.37% d.b. 
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Wheat Test Data, Run No. 126, August 7, 1959 
Bar. = 30.08 in. Hg. 
He = 1.57. 
Mi = 36.6% d.b. 
Mo = 14.0% d.b. 










Tray Temperature *F 





Top 10 87.9 
Bot. 10 88.3 





" 8 88.3 





" 6 93.1 





" 4 122.9 











Entering grain 80°F. 
Av. bottom tray wt. 1355 
Range of bottom tray wt. 7 
Mass balance data 
1. ©dp in 60.8°F.; out 85.7°F, AW = 0.0155 lb^ /lba 
2. Qr = 1.17 lba/min., Ibj^  in one tray 
3. AM = 22.6% d.b. 
4. Calculated period = 12.5 min. 
5. Actual period = 13 min. 
6. Calculated 4M = 23.6% d.b. 
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Wheat Test Data, Run Ko. 128, August 7, 1959 
Bar. = 30.08 in. Hg. 6dp = 80.5°F. 
Me = 2% Vel. = 102.4 f.p.m. 
Mi = 36.6% d.b. Period = 13 min. 
M0 = 14.1% d.b. Initial 
9 = 180.3°F. tray wt. = 1625 gm. 
Tray Temperature °F Moisture Tray wts. 
no. +4 min. % d.b. gm. 
Top 10 96.3 
Bot. 10 97.0 37.2 1632 
" 9 97.0 37.0 1630 
" 8 97.0 37.3 1634 
" 7 97.0 37.0 1630 
" 6 97.5 36.1 1620 
" 5 99.6 34.0 1594 
" 4 112.4 29.7 1544 
" 3 131.2 24.0 1476 
2 161.6 18.1 1405 
" 1 180.3 14.2 1359 
Entering grain 84°F. 
Av. bottom tray wt. 1357 
Range of bottom tray wt. 4 
Mass balance data 
1. 0dp in 80.5°F.; out 96.0°F.; 4W = 0.01525 Ib^ /lbg 
2. Qr = 1.17 lba/min., lbdm in one tray 
3. m = 22.5% d.b. 
4. Calculated period = 12.6 min. 
5. Actual period = 13 min. 
6. Calculated 4M = 23.2% d.b. 
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Wheat Test Data, Run No. 136, August 12, 1959 
Bar. = 29.83 in. Hg. ®dp = 44 F. 
Me = 1% Vel. = 150 f.p.m. 
Mi = 53.6% d.b. Period = 12 min. 
M0 = 13.1% Initial 
0 = 180.1°F. tray wt. = 1625 gm. 
Tray Temperature °F. Moisture Tray wts. 
no. +3 min. % d.b. gm. 
1 84.0 
9 84.4 52.2 1610 
8 84.4 50.3 1590 
7 95.7 46.1 1546 
6 106.9 41.8 1500 
5 120.0 36.1 1440 
4 137.0 29.7 1372 
3 156.8 22.0 1291 
" 2 172.0 16.3 1231 
" 1 180.1 13.2 1198 
Entering grain 88°F. 
Av. bottom tray wt. 1197 
Range of bottom tray wt. 5 
Mass balance data 
1. 0dp in 44°F.; out 83°F.; /W = 0.0184 lb^ /lba 
2. Qr = 1.975 lba/min., lbdm in one tray 
3. m. = 40.5% d.b. 
4. Calculated period = 11.2 min. 
5. Actual period = 12 min. 
6. Calculated 4M = 43.6% d.b. 
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Wheat Test Data, Run No. 104, July 28 , 1959 
Bar. = 29. 91 in. Hg. ®dp = 45°F. 
Me = 1% Vel. = 100 f.p.m. 
Mv = 36.6% d.b Period = 10 min. 
Mo = 17. 5% d.b Initial 
6 = 180 i.3°F. tray wt. = 1625 gm. 
Tray Temperature °F. Moisture Tray wts. 
no. +3 min. % d.b. gm. 
Top 8 82.3 
Bot. 8 82.7 36.7 1627 
" 7 82.7 36.3 1622 
" 6 87.5 35.4 1611 
" 5 100.0 33.5 1589 
" 4 112.4 31.1 1560 
" 3 131.6 27.4 1516 
" 2 159.6 22.1 1453 
" 1 180.3 17.5 1398 
Entering grain 84°F. 
Av. bottom tray wt. 1396 
Range of bottom tray wt. 4 
Mass balance data 
1. 6dp in 45*?.; out 81°F.; = 0.0168 Ib^ /lb^  
2. Qr = 1.17 Ibg/min., lbdm in one tray 
3. = 19.2% d.b. 
4. Calculated period = 9.75 min. 
5. Actual period = 10 min. 
6. Calculated = 19.7% d.b. 
Wheat Test Data, Run No. 106, July 29, 1959 
Bar. = 29.96 in. Hg. 
Me =0 
Mi = 36.6J d.b. 
M0 = 17.65% d.b. 
6 = 220.9°F. 
Vel. = 100 f.p.m. 
Period = 8 min. 
Initial 
tray wt. = 1625 gm. 
Tray Temperature °F. Moisture Tray wts. 
no. +3 min. 7. d.b. gm. 
r 87.0 
7 87.5 37.2 1632 
6 87.9 36.7 1627 
5 87.9 36.6 1625 
4 92.2 35.1 1607 
3 116.2 31.9 1570 
2 164.0 25.9 1498 
1 220.9 17.6 1400 
Entering grain 84°F 
Av. bottom tray wt. 1399 
Range of bottom tray wt. 2 
Mass balance data 
1. edp in 45°F.; out 87.7°F.; Atf = 0.0225 lbw/lba 
2. Qr = 1.16 lba/min., lb^  in one tray 
3. = 197. d.b. 
4. Calculated period = 7.5 min. 
5. Actual period = 8 min. 
6. Calculated = 20.85% d.b. 
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= 100 f.p.m. 
= 2 min. 





Bar. = 30.02 in. Hg. 
= 1% 
= 36.6% d.b. 
= 34.4% d.b. 
Me 
Mi 










Entering grain 77°F. 
Av. bottom tray wt. 1599 
Range of bottom tray wt. 2 
Mass balance data 
1. 6dp in 44°F.; out 70°F.; m = 0.0097 lbw/lba 
2. Qr = 1.17 Ibg/min., lbdm in one tray 
3. m = 2.2% d.b. 
4. Calculated period = 1.9 min. 
5. Actual period = 2 min. 
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Wheat Test Data, Run No. 148-4, August 18, 1959 
Bar. = 30.02 in. Hg 
Me = 1% 
Mi = 36.6% d.b. 
«0 = 31.1% d.b. 
6 = 179.5°F. 
6dp = 44°F. 
Vel. = 100 f.p.m. 
Period = 4 min. 
Initial 
tray wt. = 1625 gm. 
Tray Temperature °F Moisture Tray wts. 
no. +2 min. % d.b. gm. 







Entering grain 79°F. 
Av. bottom tray wt. 1560 
Range of bottom tray wt. 1 
Mass balance data 
1. 6dp in 44°F.; out 75.5°F.; AW = 0.013 Ib^ /lb^  
2. Qr = 1.17 lba/min., lbdm in one tray 
3. AM = 5.46% d.b. 
4. Calculated period =3.6 min. 
5. Actual period = 4 min. 
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Wheat Test Data, Run No. 148-6, August 18, 1959 
Bar. = 30.02 in. Hg. 9dp ~ 44°F* 
Me = 1% Vel. = 100 f.p.m. 
= 36.6% d.b. Period = 6 min. 
Mo = 26.9% d.b. Initial 
6 = 179.5°F. tray wt. = 1625 gm. 
Tray Temperature °F Moisture Tray wts. 
no. +2 min. % d.b. gm. 
Top 6 79.0 (not observed) 
Bot. 6 78.8 
" 5 78.8 
" 4 79.2 
" 3 81.8 
" 2 112,4 
" 1 179.5 
Entering grain 79°F. 
Av. bottom tray wt. 1510 
Range of bottom tray wt. 2 
Mass balance data 
1. 0<jp in 44°F. ; out 78.5°F. ; 6W lbw/lba 
2. Qr = 1.17 lba/min., lbdm in one tray 
3. m = 9.67% d.b. 
4. Calculated period = 5.5 min. 
5. Actual period = 6 min. 
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Wheat Test Data, Run No. 122, August 6, 1959 
Bar. = 29.87 in. Hg. 
Me = 1% 
Mi = 36.6% d.b. 
M0 = 26.9% d.b. 
6 = 179.1°F 
edp = 45°F. 
Vel. = 100 f.p.m. 
Period = 6 min. 
Initial 
tray wt. = 1625 gm. 
Tray Temperature °F Moisture Tray wts. 
no. +3 min. % d.b. gm. 
Top 8 79.2 
Bot. 8 79.4 36.6 1626 
II 7 79.0 36.6 1626 
II 6 79.2 36.6 1626 
II 5 79.7 36.5 1625 
It 4 80.5 36.5 1624 
11 3 87.9 35.5 1612 
It 2 122.5 33.0 1582 
If 1 179.1 26.9 1508 
Entering grain 83°F. 
Av. bottom tray wt. 1510 
Range of bottom tray wt. 3 
Mass balance data 
1. 6dp in 45°F.; out 78°F.; AW = 0.01453 Ib^ /lb^  
2. Qr = 1.17 lba/min., lbdm in one tray 
3. z2M = 9.66% d.b. 
4. Calculated period = 5.68 min. 
5. Actual period = 6 min. 
6. Calculated AM = 10.2% d.b. 
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Wheat Test Data, Run No. 148-9, August 18, 1959 
Bar. = 30.02 in. Hg. 6dp = 44°F 
Me = 1% Vel. = 100 f.p.m. 
= 36.6% d.b. Period = 9 min. 
M0 = 20.7% d.b. Initial 
6 = 180.3°F. tray wt. = 1625 gm. 
Tray Temperature °F Moisture Tray wts. 
no. +3 min. % d.b. gm. 
Top 8 81.8 (not observed) 
Bot. 8 81.8 
" 7 81.8 
" 6 81.8 
" 5 82.3 
" 4 94.0 
" 3 111.5 
" 2 137.5 
1 180.3 
Entering grain 80°F. 
Av. bottom tray wt. 1436 
Range of bottom tray wt. 4 
Mass balance data 
1. 6dp in 44°F.; out 80°F.; AW = 0.016 lb^ /lba 
2. Qr = 1.17 lba/min., lbdo in one tray 
3. m = 15.9% d.b. 
4. Calculated period = 8.5 min. 
5. Actual period = 9 min. 
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Wheat Test Data, Run No. 112, August 4 , 1959 
Bar. = 29.88 in. Hg. ®dp = 45.8°F 
Me = 1% Vel. = 150 f.p.m. 
Mi = 36.6% d.b. Period = 6 min. 
Mo = 21.0% d.b. Initial 
e = 180.3°F tray wt. = 1625 gm. 
Tray Temperature °F Moisture Tray wts 
no. +2 min. % d.b. gm. 
Top 10 81.8 
Bot. 10 82.3 36.1 1620 
IÎ 9 82.3 36.4 1624 
It 8 82.3 36.2 1622 
It 7 84.4 35.5 1613 
tt 6 93.5 34.2 1597 
It 5 104.7 32.9 1582 
II 4 116.2 30.9 1558 
tt 3 134.9 28.2 1526 
11 2 161.6 24.4 1481 
tt 1 180.3 21.0 1440 
Entering grain 86°F. 
Av. bottom tray wt. 1439 
Range of bottom tray wt. 2 
Mass balance data 
1. 6dp in 45.8°F.; out 80°F.; AW = 0.0158 lb*/lb* 
2. Qr = 1.75 lba/min., lbdm in one tray 
3. AM = 15.6% d.b. 
4. Calculated period =5.7 min. 
5. Actual period = 6 min. 
6. Calculated = 16.5% d.b. 
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Wheat Test Data, Run No. 138-1, August 25, 1959 
Bar. = 29.96 in. Hg. ®dp = 45eF 
Me = 1% Vel. = 100 f.p.m. 
Mi = 36.6% d.b. Period = 13 min. 
M0 = 13.4% d.b. Initial 
6 = 180.3°F. tray wt. = 1625 gm. 
Tray Temperature °F. Moisture Tray wts. 
no. +3 min. -3 min. % d.b. gm. 
Top 6 84.0 87.5 
Bot. 6 93.1 99.6 33.5 1588 
" 5 107.7 115.4 30.1 1548 
" 4 122.5 134.9 25.7 1496 
" 3 144.6 156.4 20.7 1436 
" 2 165.6 171.2 16.5 1386 
" 1 180.3 180.7 13.4 1349 
Entering grain 80°F. 
Av. bottom tray wt. 
Range of bottom tray wt. 
1353 
7 
Mass balance data 
1. 6dp in 45°F.; out 82.5°F.; AW = 0.018 Ib^ /lbg 
2. Qr = 1.17 lba/min., lbdm in one tray 
3. AM = 23.2% d.b. 
4. Calculated period = 11 min. 
5. Actual period = 13 min. 
6. Calculated 4M = 27.3% d.b. 
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Wheat Test Data, Run No. 148-14H, August 18, 1959 
Bar. = 30.02 in. Hg. ®dp = 45°F. 
Me = 1% Vel. = 100 f.p.m. 
Mi = 36.67. d.b Period = 14 min. 
Mo = 11.8% d.b.* Initial 
e = 180.1°F. tray wt. = 1625 gm. 
Tray Temperature °F Moisture Tray wts. 
no. +5 min. % d.b. gm. 
Top 10 84.4 (not observed) 
Bot. 10 85.7 
II 9 89.6 
11 8 98.3 
11 7 107.7 
II 6 118.3 
II 5 130.8 
II 4 147.5 
II 3 161.6 
II 2 173.2 
II 1 180.1 
Entering grain 79°F. 
Av. bottom tray wt. 1337* 
Range of bottom tray wt. 16* 
Final bottom tray wt. 1329 
Mass balance data 
1. 8dp in 45°F. ; out 82°F. ; Z5W = 0.01756 lbw/lba 
2. Qr = 1.17 lba/min., lbdm in one tray 
3. M = 24.87. d.b. 
4. Calculated period = 12.1 min.* 
5. Actual period = 14 min. 
6. Calculated 4M = 28.8% d.b. 
*This test did not attain the steady state condition. 
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Top 11 84.8 
Bot. 11 87.9 33.0 1582 
Bot. 10 93.1 31.0 1558 
" 9 102.6 28.9 1534 
" 8 111.1 26.6 1506 
" 7 126.2 23.7 1472 
" 6 140.3 20.8 1437 
" 5 153.5 17.6 1399 
" 4 163.2 15.7 1377 
" 3 172.0 13.9 1356 
2 176.7 12.8 1342 
" 1 180.3 11.7 1329* 
Entering grain 91.4°F. 
Av. bottom tray wt. 1335* 
Range of bottom tray wt. 11 
Mass balance data 
1. 6dp in 45°F.; out 82°F.; AW = 0.01756 lbw/lbfl 
2. Qr = 1.17 lba/min., lbdm in one tray 
3. AM = 22.7% d.b. 
4. Calculated period = 11.1 min.* 
5. Actual period = 14 min. 
Calculated AM = 28.7% d.b.* 6 .  
This run did not attain steady state conditions. To have obtained 
steady state condition, the final moisture would have had to be 
34.4 - 28.7 = 5.7%, approximately. 
